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4 ,

he 1983-84 school ear marked the second year of the Begirining Teacher
Program impiementation within .thg Dade County Public tchoolS:. One of. the
requirealents for regular teacher certification iri the State af, Florida,
completion of. the Beginning Teacher Program (BTP) which certifies that a

beginning teacher has successfully demonstrated each of tWriy-three generic
teaching competencies. These competencies may be classified within the

*genWal'eategoriks-of cOmmunicatIons skills, basic general knowledge, techni-
cal skills, administrative skills, and interpersonal skills. The program

Jfacilitaies theilleginningi teachers' attainment of these competencies by
providing supervised support for atfull school year. Details of the program's
operational reciairements and the .nature of the program seryicesooppear in
State-"Board 'rule, 6A-6.75. In summary, this-ule specifies that support i&
proOded.for a full,school year by a support team which consists, minimally,
of a building-level administrator, peer teacher, and one other professional'
educator. ,

' EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

11; total of.911'individUals -participied in the program as beginning teachers
,during 198384. ..0f that number,y 86 were enrolled in the program midyear
during 1982-$3. All 86 of these'teacherl,..successfully completed the program
during the 1983-84 schidiol year., .Another° 550 teachers entered the program.
during August - October 1983, 367 of which met the criteria for program com-
pletion*by the end of the school year,* During -February 1984, .another.273
teachers were 'enrolled inithe program. These J-,eachers were not eligible to
completet.the program by June 1984. .

1

The purpose of the 1983-84 BTP evaluation was to determine t extent to which
mandated and appropriate procedures were implemented and to determine thlel
extent 'to which theAteaching perforOance of beginning teachers on major
assessmentcatEWories'hdd improved during the school year.' Numerous evOua-
tion activitres were conducted-for.the purposeof obtaining releyant data on
prOect activities and outcomes. These activifies included the following:
(1). interviews with a random sample of beginning teachers andtheir assigned
support team members; (2) surveys of.edch,program participant for the purpos6
of assessing perceptions of beginning teacher performann; (3) time/activity
surveys to each program participant to obtain estimates of the time spent in
BTP-related activities; and (4) reviews ofkrelevant program documents.

Data obtained from evaluation activities' .,form the basis for the following
findings regarding the Beginning Teacher Program:

1. In the 1982-83 egaluation of the Beginning Teacher Program, numerous
problem areas related to.. the program's implementation were reported.
Considerable progress was made by project staff toward the. implementation
Of each of the 1982-83 evaluation' recommendations to improve the program.
It was concluded that many of the imprgvements in the operations of the
1983-84 program are the result of the commitment of program staff to
improvements and the effective utilization of the evaluation program
management.

J

(1 0 student days.) e

,

**
The remainA 1,834teachers have not as yet meC the 1)0 student days recluire-
ment and have been carried over into 1984 85

1
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At,the Aajority of:Gites tn. which 'interviews `were conducted, the major-
components of,:the program were implemented appropriately and as mendated:.-
Specifically, training procedures were implemented for the purpose .of
providing an overview of.program purposes and procedureg Most, partioi
pants indicated that information relevant to the effectivetimplemenitation
of "the programwas communicatedefn ttie training activities. In cases

"where additional information was needed, sufficient directioil was,usuAlly:
giVen by BTP projecipersonnel:

In the majority of cases, beginning teachers were assigned support teams.
The slipport process generally involved. each pf the support team members.

A
Most of the support team members "reported giving at least e moderate
degree of assistance to the beginning teaCher(s) An area" related to each
of the assessment Otegories. Beginning teachers, in turn, generaly'?
agreed that they had receivq6at least A moderate/ degree ofassistance in
each assessment 'category and that the support team members fulfilled-
theirrmajor BTP roles and responsibilities. In the majority ofoceses,
regutar assessment/ of teaching performance were conducted, professional
developmentplans were formulated and updated, and.relevatt BTP documents
were on file, 4

3. Significant numbers 'of participants had. a more pogitive perception of
beginning teacher performance'at the end of the school year than during
the initial months. of the.' vtool'' year. $ignificAntly fewer of the

4 beginning teachers and support team ,members ratec4 the performarteof.
beginning teachers as 'weal,' This was accompanied by significant
increases in the number of' participants who: viewed the per'orn'ance of
begAnnibg teachers as "strong."' These findings were consistent across
ell_of the participant subgroups and across each of the TADS categories.
Since the TADS categories are correlated with the generic competencies,

\improvements in these categories.are indicative- of improvements qn the
\\,, genetic competencies. 1

A variety of prescriptidns was used to.remediate the teaching.skills
beginning teachers who received. unsatisfactory. performance ratings,
Overall, data indicate that these prescriptions. were effective in. remedf-
ating ,deficiencies. Among the teachers who entered the-program between
August and:October,.there was a :substant$el. reduction' in the numb& of
participants.who were given unsatisfactory performance appraisals between
the first and second semegters ofthe schobl year. Of the teacher's who
received unsatisfactory ratings. during, the first semester, 32% were
unsatisfactory during the second semester..

Of the buflding-level.administrators who were /interviewed and who had
assigned prescripttons most indicated that the .prescriptions were
effective.. This was supported by most of the interviewed beginning
,teachers who had been assigned prescriptions because.of an unsatisfactory
summetive assessment) Survey data also indicate considerable improve-
ments in the perceptions of beginning teachers about their performance
among thole' who. reported that they had been assigned a remediatiyi
activity.

.

r
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A ,

5. 5ome problems and areas-of concert were reported by aesignificant number
of partitipants.that were interviewed. These. concern' areas related to_..$

prograM prbparation Ond training, paperwork:requirements, the'ldentifica-
tion of beginning teachers, and the utility of the program for experi,

'enced teachers.

Although ,man of Olt interviewed participants tndicated that they were

.

informed of and-undersfood.the major.program requirements, a substantial
number continued to experience some uneasiness. Many indicated that the
traiping,gpmponent of the protrim would be improved significantly if the
training videotapes, were replaced or supplemented With-workshops in which
specific, questions could be addressed and immediate feedback could be
given. Many also suggested furtlier direction and, if.possible, proto-
types of documents such as the professional development,plans.

/). Con\erns regarding 'paperwork emerged primarily', as. a result of the profes-

,

sional development plan and the completion of some forms used in "the
evaluation of the program. This concern wps .expressed most often by
administrators of schools haying several begi'rining:teachers.

A.smal,l number of beginning teachers who were interviewed had a consider-
able amount of full-tithe teaching experience. Most'of these teachers 0,0
their administratoc-s felt.that the program was of little benefit to such
teachers. This,, however, is contradicted by the survey.data. 'Dath.from
the surveys indicate that 'the majority of .tgachers who had more than
three years of full-time teaching experience lbribr to August 1983 per
ceived that the program had a. pos,itive impact ,upon their professional
development.

.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Ealuaion data indicate that the major.components of the Beginning Teacher'
tkrogram were appropriatek implemented during'1983-84,and the program wao
perceived to have a significant and positive impact upon the majority of
beginning teachers. Although some areas of concern were, identified by par-
ticipants, the frequency and severity of these concerts do not appear to
,adversely affect the operation or the outcome's of the probraC A continuation
fiocurrent effort to improve the procesS component of the program is sug-

gested.

'The findings pf the study'fOrm the basis fdr the following recommendations:'

0

1,.
/ Improve the program training' component- by incorporating district, -area,
or school-level .workshops for,- beginning teachers and peer teachers,

,contingent upon the availability of funds.

9 -Continue the communication ietwork between Staffing Conti'Wand.the pTP
office in an effort to identify aid elimititeiparriers to spgedy id6nti-"
fth.tion of beginning teachers.

4

3. Continue the periodic monitoring of support teams to ensure that teams
. are functiolling properly. This sheuld continue tt include a review of

portfolios 'and verification of the existence. and appropriateness of
. written professional'development.plans.

,S

u
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.

'.Continue. the.proced-uret that have been'tmplemented to Inform and update,
J)Articipantsabout the Beginning Teacher Program diming the school. year.

.
a .0.

I . `

,

..Conduct a study of the cost/effectiveness the .Beginning. Teacher
Program for experienced. teachers, with a study of the impact that the
beginning.' teacher definition has upon, the Di t 'Jct. Findings of this
study should '.form the basis for appropriate recommendations to the
Department bfEducation. .
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INTRODUCTION

fur pose and-Goall

Among the prerequisites for regular teaching certification in the State of
Florida is the,participation of a teacher in a year-long Beginning Teacher
'Program (BTP). The Beginning.Teacher Program, has a% its major goal .the,,
development ,Of highly skilled and competent teaching professionals.). This is
accomplished through a formalized,program of support, training and documenta-
tion of generic teaching competencies for beginning teachers. Originally, the
beginning teacher (BT) was operatiOnally defined as a 4eacher who held a

, bachelor's degree or,equivalent vocational temporary certificate and who did 4
not have- three full°years,of successful out-of-state teaching experience
within the, last ten years, in increments of not Tess than one full year (Rule
6W-5.75 Florida Administrative Code). During'. 1983-84, the beginning teacher
was operationally redefined as a teacher holding a Omporary certificate and
who seeks to attain regular certification. Waiver from the progrhm as a
result of out-of-state experience was, in effect only. it application for a
:regular. certificate was made prior to July 1, 1983.

1,

SucCessful completion of the ,program is dtetermitie by-the demonstration of
twenty-three,generic'teaching competencies, participation in the'program'for a

full school-year, and recommendation for certification by the' district super-
intendent, lbf fifty -two major competencies that wer4. submitted to a bspad
sample of, Florida teachers, these twenty-three were given the highest rating
of importance 'in.the practitioner's day-to-day teaching activities. These
competencies appear in Appendix C.

Emphasilng the'devielopment of pedagogical skills, the program is designed (1)
to assist beginning teachers,ip,their continuing professional development and'
(2) to ultimately impact' student learning by providing 'a set Of supervised'
support services for teacher's in their first year(s)-0.teaching in. Florida.

6s.

Supervised ,support, feedback, and training are regularly' provided to the
beginning teachers by a team of experienced and competent educators,,referred,
-V). as the support staff. This assistance is intended to facilitate the
continuation of the beginning teacher's professional development and to
increase the beginning teacher's success in the; demonstration of the,generic
competencies.

Program Implementation

.

In.its efforts.to improve the quality of its educAional. systems, the State of
Florida began implementation of the'Aeginning Teacher Program on July, 1, 1982.

. The 1983-84 school term marked the second rear of Beginning Teacher Program
implementation within the Dade County Public Schools.

. In 1983-84, beginning teachers entered the prOgram during one of two periods
of enrollment. The first enrollment period began in August 1983'and consisted
of beginnfng teachers who were hired, between August and October 7, 1gC3, A
total of 550 individuals met this.criterion. In February 1984, beginning
teachers who were hired"between October'10, 1-983 and February 13, 1984 were
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-.1 placed' in se two'of_the program. A' total of'278'tea s par icipated in
this, alase the liro§ram. Overall, the beginning, c ers,were stributed

..
....----. taxer lglark locat ons. : .. 4

, . .

.",...

Y.

:

0'

A ft; Pratedu s for implementation of the.,06gram in Dade Coiinty hiave.been speci-
. fled in' h District's 1983-81,,6 OS 'Plan for the. Florida Beginning TOcher
Program. he program incluOted; .but was not limited to, the criteria set forth

: in Rule 6A-5.75(4Y FlorideAdministrative Code. However, the major operation-
al, features and mec4smi fqr aisistingpthelbeginning teachers are briefly

.
discussed below.

. .\,)/. e '

. .

.

, . .

,.. SupportaStaff. Upon establisnin ,that,a,newly Wed teacher meets4he begn-
ning teacher eligibility criteria, ,a support team' is assigned t assist the
teacher. The, support staff: must include a peer teacher, a Wilding-level
administrator and at least one other professitnal educator., Team member's are
defined #s follows: 0

1

40't

. fr

4

V 1 Peer Teacher (PT) Ar experienced teacher who ho.4 a'valid regular
certificate and teaches at ttie' same level', in

, the same subject area, or the same service area
aOcthe beginning teacher. This teacher shall

/ possess the special knowledge-and competencies
needed to provide adequate support for the
development of Ueginning teachers.

2. Building-Level A certificated' school-based adminfstrator. ''The
Administrator OLA) school. principal usually serves in this cowl-

Y,
'N ,r,,`

/t

Other Pr6fessional A professionally trained and experienced indi-
.Educator (OP.E) vidual. This may include, bust. Is .not limited

to, teaelv.r., education Epter directors, staff
developt specialists, curriculumiiectors,
instructional' supervisors or specialists,
college or university teacher educators. During
1983-84 an assistant prinCipal usually%fulfilled'.
the'role of, the Other Pjcofessiogal Educator.'

The'support staff is formally assigned the respons billty Qf providing direct
supervised support serviceS. This support ls designed to.genhance the perform-
ance of the beginning teacher throughr observation, and'thrbugh the provision
for corrective feedback and training activities. The responsibilities of
individual support staff members in the provision of supervised support tothe
beginning teacher are depicted in Figure 1. '

P ofessiona Develo me Plan: TO assist in the improvement and the demon.
s ra on o accep a' e eac ng performance, a.professional development plan
(PDP) is formulated for each beginning teacher after the teacher's first
obserVation. This plan is reviewed and modified, as needed, subsequent to
'each summative observatian% ..The'PDP is the Specification of. target competen-
.cies (identified on thebasis of information provided by the formative evalua-
tion) .and training activ ies -needed to improve performance. on the competen-..

!IN



The plan is developed by the support.staff with the knowledge.and
tion'of the beginning teacher.

1Porifolio. fhe Beginning, Teacher Program requires the maIntenance of a

rffolio for each beginnibg leacher. Tile portfolio includes. any documenta-
ion ,of suppQrt team efforts and documentationf. the beginning teacherq
rformance. Among the portfolio contents, are the professional' development
lan,'the teacher's formative evaluation(s), and the summativeeValliation.

Evaluation. Evaluation activities in the Beginning Teacher Program are of two
types--formative and summative. Formative evaluation is thesongelog process'
of assessing, providing feedback, and iproving_the performance of the begin-
ning teacher. SammatlIte evalUatiorris the process, of determining.the success-
ful demonstration of.minimum essential competencies.. 'This component includes
the observation instruments'and procedures used in the assessment of compe-
tence.

During 1983-84, beginning teachers,were assessed using the Teacher Assessment
and Development System (TADS). The system Anclurdes, but.iS not:.limited to,
performance indicators that measure the 23 generic competencies. TADS mea4
sures specific performance Indicators In each of the following, categories:
Preparation and PlaRping,. Knowledge of Sdbject Matter, Classroom Management,
Techniques of In'structi'on, Assessment Techniques, Teacher-Student RelNat4on-
ships, and Professional Responsibility. Measures of the first six categories
are obtained in the Classroom. through. direct, systematic, observation proce-
dures.

TADS categories were cross-referenced with each othe generiC Qmpetencies in
a manner which would ensure valid measurement of the competencies.

(i

0



SCRIPTION,OeTRE EVALUATiON:

purpae,of the Evaluation

,,two purposes were faentified for the evaluation of the 1983 -84 :BegOo4hg
,Teacher Program. The first,' which relateeto prOgram processes, 'was to .asses.
the extent, to which program. operations. and pObcedUres facilitated the imple-',.

. Mentation of major project components. The'second goal of the evaluation'was
to determine `the effectiveness of the program in achieving its major outcome
of improving the. teaching pertormqnceof beginning:teachers.

. . .

.

N

The, first goal of' the valuation,focused upon the suppokk process and proced-
ures of the Beginning. eacher Program. Questions were illmestigated in order
to assess the nature d appropriateness of 'activities .04 procedures".which .

related to training, upport team( assistance, the profesi onal development.
plan, assessment of the beginning teacher, and,portfo4 1 intenance. Spe-
cific questions related,to program processes follow:

.
\

,

1. To what extent were recommendations made in'the 1982-83.evAuation'report'
ilp

'`'tipin the 1983-84 program?
.,i

. , ,

o

. To what extent are the activit$es specified in the progrant plan being
implementeN

3. To what extent are the. beginning teachers being givenassistare by the
support staff and the Beginning Tea.ching Teacher Program staff/.

4. What improvements need to be made in the program?

5. How time-consuming and costly is the Beginning Teacher process?
ba V

.

.

Major questions which guided thp study of program impact and the effectiyeness
of the program in achieving its major outcomes follow: 1.4. .

,

1. What are the amounts'and type/ of skillochange on the 23 generic ccOpe-
tencies exhibited by beginninIrteachers?

. 4

2. To what extent are the participants in the Beginning TeacIIP Program
.,

satisfied with t4 program?
.

To what extent are "the inservice activities given to beginning teachers
.

.

effective in remediating any identified deficiencies?
,

C
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Evaluation -ProcelOures,

Interviews

I

Data relating to most of the evaluatton qu stions reflect the perceptions of

i!
program participants regarding the Beginn g Teacher Program. Information
regarding participants' perceptions and_opin ons. regarding *gram implementa-
tion were obtained via interviews with a settle of beginning teachersiand each
of their asstned support team members. Interviews were held with each
individual participant. Interviews began during March 1984 and were completed

.in May 1984.
4

A different set of interview'questions was developed for each type of partici-
pant. Questions were included to reflect the participants' unique role on the
support team in each .of the 'stLdy's major areas of interest. Questions
developed for each participant type appear in Appendix D through Appendix G.

-
A twelve percent sample (N*67) of beginning teachers was selected from which
to obtain data. 'These participants were selected from the population of
beginning teachers who were enrolled into theprogram during Augyst-Ocpbr
1983. The sample was compuXer-generated by means/ of, a 6ndom sampling,pro-
gram. Beginning teachers were selected such that only one participant was
selected in any '.school in order to aVoid.duplication .of building7level admin-
istrators and other professional educators in the support team samples. Names
of the selected participants were reviewed by the BeginninOTeacher Program
office to verify entry into the-program between August 1983 and October 1983.

r
Review of Documents 4

Numerous documents were rev wed to obtain da4 relevant to some of the
evaluatiOn questions.. Appro iateedocuments were reviewed to determine the
extent that recommendations rom the 1982-83 evaluation were implemented and

e . to obtain descriptive information regarding the type of prescriptive or
remediation activities assigned to be tnniog teacherl who received unsatisfac-
tory summative evaluations of their t aching performance.

.:411

Documents that were reviewed to assess the status of the programn imillementL
ing evaluation recommendations consisted primarily of memoranda disseminated
from the Beginning Teacher ProRram office and the District's plan for imple-
menting the 1983-84 program. Additional information was also obtained via in-'
formal interviews with BTP staff, to clarify concerns and any areas of con-
fusion.

A content analysis of professional development plans and TADS prescription/
forms was conducted to obtain descriptive tpformation regarding-the nature of
prescription activities. From a listing offbeginning teachers who received an

unsatisfactory evaluation during 1983 -84,.a twenty percent random sample (N*7)
was selected. The professional edevelopment plans and prescription forms of
this sample of teachers were the information. sources for thr content atlalysis.

6
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Surveys

. . .

Surveys' were distributed to progNm participantt primarily for the purpose of
.

determining their Per4pptions of the type and amount of, performance changes
..

exhibited by beginning teachers and their perceptions of overall program . ,.

. impact. To obtain relevant data; participants were asked to make.two assess-.
/, ments. Thby wehe first instructed 'to provide an assessment of 'the:'BT's

performance during his/her first observatiOn or before August 1983. :They were 0

also requested to give a current. (June) ,assessment of the BT's perfordance.on
, each of the LAOS categories. These two ratings"-were compared to aetermile the

degree of 'change during the school year. Beginning teachers provided a

self-rating of their performance; peer teachers rated- the beginning teadher

and

were assigned to assist during theiyear. Building-level .administratOrs
and other Professional. educators provided what they perceived was the average
rating of the beginning teachers at their respective.sites. ,

Additional information on -support team assistance was also obtained in the
survey. Support team members indicated the amount qf assistance provided to
the beginning teacher (in the case of peer teachers) or most of the beginning
teachers (in the case of ,BLAB and OPEs) on. each TADS category. Beginning
teachers indicated the amount of assistance received fromhsupport team members
in each category.

Copies of the surveys appear in Appendix,I through Appendix K. .Sufficient
copies of each form of tie survey were distributed to building-level adminis-
trators during June 1984. These admin1str4tors were requested to give appro-
priate copies of the survey to each beginning teacher who entered .the program
during August through October and to each of their support team members.
Completed surveys were returned by 70% of the beginning teachers, 72% of the
peer teachers, 69% of the building-level administrators, and 65%4 of the other
professional educators.

In addition to theevaluation turveys, program particip)ants were requested to
complete weekly time -by- activity logs. For beginning teachers, the logs
provided a record of the amount of ,time and the number of times (instances
over five minutes) the individual teacher engaged in BTPnrelated,activities:
planning, conferencing, required remediation attivities,.and "other" training
activities. Copies of the forms along. with definitions of the activity
categories appear to Appendix L. For designated weekly time 'periods, the
individual support team members indicated the number of times and the total
amount of time spent in the support activities orplanning, conferencing, and
assessing. Tiiiie/activity logs were distributed' to the identified beginning
teachers and support team members during each nine-week period%

10 , 17
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FINDINGS
.

Data ark.presented-Which relate to each offthe'evaluation questions with the
exceptioAk of the question regarding the time requirements of the 'program.
Although time/activity logs were distributed to program participants,a.large,
percentage of the forms were returned with incomplete or Misslng data. 'There-
fore, summaries of these data are not presented.- Findings rellt0 to each of .
the other evaluation questions are Presented below. ;

Characteristics of Be m,.sa2
Descriptive. informatiob regarding . heginning. teachers was. obtained from thet:,
beginning teacher. survey data. This information includes 'grade-level ,AnClg
subject-area assignments; teaching experience, highest degree, and stat.o.t...Oh
the Florida Teacher Certification examination. Summary. statistics for. the
beginning teacher respondents on the descriptive dimensions appear in Tablel.
through Table 5 in. Appendix A. Data indicate .that the vast .majority of
:beginning teachers were 'assigned to elementary grade levels, have passed the
Florida Teacher. Certification Examination, and had no .full -time teaching
experience prior to August '1983... ,

I. PROGRAM PROCESSES

A. 'Extent to Which 1982-83 Evaluation Recommendations Were Implemented

The evaluation report of the 1982-83 Beginning Teacher Program included five
recommendations for program improvement, based upon the study's findings. The
Florida Administrative Code which addresses the Beginning Teacher Program
includes a requirement' that districts utilize the findings of previous evalua-
tions to improve local' programs. Actions were implemented by the DCPg Begin-
ning Teacher Program during 1983-84 which related In each of the five recom-
mendations. Desortptions of-these actions follow.

r,

S.

O

1. .Recommendation 1:i Improve the orientation program for peer teachers by ,

incorporating training in conferencing technique '"and providing detailed t I .

information on the procedures and content of the teacher/evaluation
methods. '

. N

Action Taken: Videotapes were develop4d for the, purpose of beginning:
teacher and peer teacher training and for providing general inforMation
on the purposes and procedures of the Beginning Teacher Program. The
videotapes included a segment on peer teacher conferencing. Although
these videotapes \eredeveloped during.'1982,83, they were completed
subsequent to the initial implementation of the programkand were not.
viewed by each participant during that year.. However, the opportunity to
view the tape was given to each participant in 1983484.'

Training sessions an the TADS evaluation instrument were' held for all
teachers in the district on'November 4,.1983.' This training was coordi-
nated by the Management Academy of the Bureau of Staff Development. The
program- consisted of a.three-hour orientation to the ;TADS program laid
dissemination of an annotated copy of the TADS instrumedt. The annot ted
copy of TADS set forth the criteria/standards upon which teachers were to\
'be assessed.

11
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2. Recommendation 2: Implement a More comprehensive orientation and train-
ing program for building -level adainistr6tors and other professional *
-eduRators.

Action,Taken:, During 1982- 83,'.a di§trictwide meeting of principals was
held for the purpose of providing them with.an overview of thesBeginning
Teac4erirograwil This constituted the only formal training, ctivity for
principals. No formal orientation was implemented forxther professional
educators. However, during 198344, orientations was 'provided forcother.
profe'ssional',educators and efforts were made'to improve the orientation
provided to building-level administrators.

Ardaviiide orientations for school administrators were held in each of the
Jouroareas. Separate meetings were scheduled for principals and f.br
,assistant principals. Topics covered in the presentations included the
following:
aJ Introductionand Overview of the. Beginning Teacher Program
b. .Managemen of the DCPS Beginning Teacher Program
c. . Identification of!Participants in the Beginning Teacher Program
d. School:Site Management of the Beginning Teacher Program.
e. QuestionS Frequently Asked by School-Site Administratqrs

For specific questions covered in the last topic, see - Appendix M.

Recommendation 3: Implement a revie of the 'communlcaion network
between Staffing Control and the BTP office in an effort to identify knd
eliminate barriers tb speedy identification of beginning teachers.

.Procedures for notifyihg the BTP office of status changes should also .be
reviewed.

Action Taken: Periodic meetings for staff from the Division of Opera-
tions and Aecokis, Depart nt of Instructional Staffing, and Beginning,.
Teacher Program were sc eduled during September and.; October 1983.
Meetirigs were scheduled fois the purpose of discuSiing'bnd resolving
personnel Issulconcerni g the Beginning Teacher Progrm. ;Subsequent
meetings were sc eduled as needed.

4. Recommendatilm 4: Initiate more frequent contacts with prdgi-am partici-
pants for the purpose of providing information and more direction.

Action Taken: Two actions related to this recommendation were implr nt-
c

ed durfng 1%3-84. These actions were onsite audits of school programs
and the ditteminatton of BTP newsletters:

An internii'ls.*udit by a BTP staff member was conducted at each site in
which a b iming teacher was assigned. The purpose oin the' audit was to
assist 111. 411ding-level administrator in the overall administration of
the progrit , "to `assure continued communications with school-level person-
nel invol4 ;in the program, and,to assist personnel at the local site
with protilr4 §-that may have developed. During interviews which were
conducted;;wIth building-level administrators,

.

a considerable number
expressteinat the assistance provided during the audits was invaluable.

*
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In addition.to:the,audits, BTP newsletters, were periodically distributed
4 to program participant's. The newsletters.provided updated inforMation on

issues, relevant to.the,Beginning_Teacher Program.. Datccollette4 during
thd interviews indicated that .the majority of participants felt that
infarmation contained in the newsletters was useful.' Many also expressed
that the newsletters were the'most valuable' source of information on the
Beginning Teacher, Program.

5. . Recommendation Periodically:monitor support teems to ensure that
teams are' functioning properly. This would - include a review ofportfo-
lios and verifitation of the existence and appropriateness of written
professional development plans.'

Action Taken:. During 1982-83, there was minimal (if any) monitoring.of
support teams and review of gprtfolio contents. .During 1983 -84', an
inteiinal audit was conducted by a BTP staff member at each 'site in, which
a beginning teacher. was'employed. As stated previously, a.purpose of the
audit was to assist school personnel with problems that may have devel.-
oped. In addition, the portfolio of each beginning teacher was examined
during the scheduled visit.' The portfaiios were examined to assure that:

a. professional development, plans were developed and .complete With
,plans for demonstration of each, of the 23 generic competencies;

b. profile sheets were complete and updated;
c. appropriate observation/evaluation forms were included;
d. record of support services of the peer teacher was included and

. updated; and -

e. sufportive materials (if any) were appropriate..

B. Extent to Which Activities S ecified in the Pro ra Plan Are Im lemented

if Findings regarding the extent to which activities in the program plan were.
implemented are based upon information derived from the interviews with .

selected program participants.
. 4,°

Program Preparation and Training. A large percentage' of, individuals in each
of participant categories indicated that they had viewed each of the three
videotapes which provided an overview of program purpose and procedures. A
majority of beginning teachers and peer teachers indicated that they had
viewed all threebvideotapes. However, leis than operthird of the building-

,

level administrators and other professional educators had viewed each video-
.

tape. 0

Some building-level administrators' and other' professional educators may have
aliready had a certain degree of familiarity with program procedures due, to
'their experience in the 1982-83 pro9ram. In addition, presentations of topics
related to 'the Beginning TeacheriProgram were given, in area meetings for
principals and assistant principals. Of the principals who were interviewed,
many indicated that they had attenfied an area "meting in which the Beginning
Teacher Program was distussed.

1
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More than two-thirds of the interviewees galke an acceptable response for eafh
of the questions that were related to their knowledge and understanding .of
specific aspects of Beginning Teacher Program: Overall, most of the
participants who viewed the videotapes felt that they had obtained sufficient.

. understanding of program. procedures Ind requirements.
.- .4

One should note, hoWeyer, ttft other factors, in addition to 1,90-84 training
procedures, may haveeaffected participant understanding of the program. These
factors include the TADS orientation prOvided to teachers, TADS workshops for
school administrators,.pnd (in .the case of support team members) familiarity
with the program.as .a result of participation during the previous school year.

. ..,..

Newsletters Om also used to provide information ta participants about the
program. Nearly alT of the interviewees indtcated that they had received
copies of the newsletters; each felt that the newsletter contained.ulrul'in-

. formation. Although many indicated that the videotapes Were effectivelin cam-
municating,necessary information, some voluntarily expressed the feeling that
the single best source of information about the Program was the newsletter.

Based upon the responses of the,,majority of interviewees, procedures used for
informing and preparing individuals for p ticipation, in the program were
effective in communicating important highligits of,the program and procedures.

Although training, in general, was pgrceived to be effective by most inter-
viewees, a considerable number felt that training could be improved signifi-
cantly. The two most frequently mentioned commendations for improvement of

IF
this component of the program were (1) hool or areawide workshops with
BeginnAng Teacher Program staff in which spe ific probleMs and questions could
be discussed and (2) prototypes of professional dev'elopment plans and poetfo-
lios with "hands on" experience and detailed guidance for plan and portfolio-,
development. ,

.

ASsignment of Support Team. Beginning teachers and support keap members were
given a list-of nine responsibilities of the Beginning Teacher Program. One
/of the responsibilities included Was. the assignment'of.a support team which
'consists of a building-level admilistrator, peer teacher,' and at least one

/i

other professional educator. All-af the beginning teachers and support team
.members indicated that this responsibility had been fulfilled.

,

In addition to this information, profile sheets were on file for a large
majority of beginning teachers on which each of the support team members
were identified.

I

Assessment of Com etAcies .The majority of .beginning teachers had partic-,
ipate in at eas ,tree formal performance 'evaluations before. the time. of- the
interview., Evaluations by both the building-level administrator and the other.
professional' educator had usually..been.conducted,

,

-4-
The majority of beginning teachers indicatqd that they.had been informed.allout
TADS and the general observation procedures prior to the initial evaluation.
Only two beginning teachers expressed that they had not been' informed. All
administrators expressed, that teachers had been informed. Even though a

training session.on. TADS was provided',.by the Management AcadeTy, this Was

14



utually supplemented with:administrator discussions .of the procedures with
.-individual teachers or faculty groups, as -indicated by responses'from many of
the. buildingwlevel administrators and other,professional eduCators.

$.

The assessment. proCess,i.ncluded,'in most cases, preconferences and'postconfer-
ehes as reqUired by the TADS protest. Most.beginning teachers indicated that
a preconference preteded each assessment. Most also expressed. that each
assessment. was followed by a postconferente. Only two beginning teachers'
expressed that postcdnferences were not held after each observation. Topics
of the postconferences generally included strengths' and weaknesses in the

. teacher's performance that were noted 'during the observation. and specific'
suggestions for improv17 performanh."

40 Professional' Development Plan. Most of the 'beginning teachers (87%) had a
wr.l.tten'Wofessional development plan. ,This -plan, in all cases, appeared' on, .

'forms. provided, by the. Beginning Teacher Rrogram Office. Most beginning
teachers and support team members.indicated thatthe plan had been updated. 4
leas-t.pnce prior to the interview. Many indicated that the plan was reviewed '4

and updated continuously.
.

Althou/h professional development plans were.on file, infokation was obtained
which indicated that participation of beginning teachers in .the formulation of
their Plans was limited. A sizeable number of. beginning teachers indicated
that they did not participate the formulation of the plan., Also, some were
unaware that a plan/existed. This finding might result, in pert, to differ-
ences in terminology used for the plan by the interviewer and the interviewee.
However, most support team members indicated that their input was reflected in
.the development of the plan.

4

Portfolio Eevelopment. Portfolbios existed'fdr each o0 the beginning teachers.
'Me portfolios were examined by the interviewer to determine the. completeness
and appropriateness of portfolio contents. Within most of the portfolios that
were examined, the'following documents/information were available:

1. Professional Development Plan (N=55)
.

2. TADS observation forms,(N=66)

fl

3. Record of Peer Teacher Involvement (N=64)
4. Other 'supportive materials.
5. Profile'Sheet of support team members 01=61)

*

C. Extent of Assistance by the Support Team
.

.

. ...

Interviews. Interview responses revealed that most beginning teachers re-
ceived a considerable degree.of assistance during the school year and, in most
case's, each member of the support team participated in the..support process..
Generally, the building-level administrator and the, other professional eOuca-
tor fulfilled the'responsibility for assessment of the beginning teacher. The
peer teacher was usually involved in providing day-to-day assistance and
general support. The 4ther professional edudator also was involved in provid-
ing much of the day-to-day'assistancein many cases

Beginning teachers; peer teachers, and other professional educators were given
a list of nine responsibilities of the support team to the beginning teacher,
Thete responsibilities and types of assistance appear below:

. 15
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,An assigted support team which consists of a arr teacher, building level;
administrator and at least one other professio a4 educator.

Regular and direct assistance.in preparing. daily, weekly, and temSster
lesson

plans. ! .

3. Feedback, guidance,', and support on te 23 generic competencies from each
support team, member. . .

.4, A:professional odeveloOment plan wh reviiWe and updateda
f

5: Notification of program deadlines. .

6. Evaluation of the teacher's. fit year of teaching service. \\first
. .

)

7. Assignment ;of inservice or remediation activities as nee* or as. re-
quested by the beginning teacher and/r support staff.

A resource person skilled'in instructional4strategies, content area ex-
pertise, usage and selection of materials, and in clinicial supervision!'

4

Person..to-person, or wriiitten communication after each, observation, pro-i

viding feedback, instruction andtuidance.

Each beginning teacher, and support team me4er was asked to identify any.of
the above types of assistance that were not done. .Most of the beginning
teachers indicated that they had been given assistance in each of the areas.
Responses from the support team members support this finding.

Most of the beginning teachers also indicated tat each sypport team member)
had provided assistance and support and that ea Ch had con9afteted positively
to their professional development. .

Surve . Survey data reveal that the majority beg4hning teachers .(at least
eel that they received at least a moderate'degree of assistance from

support team members in most of the TADS categories. Percentages of beginning
4eachers indicating the amount of assistance received by the support.team in
,each of the TADS.categories appear in Table 6. Examination of the percentages
also reveals a moderate percentage of beginning teachers *too indicated that
they received a low degtee of assistance orno assAstance film the support
team in--the Teacher-Student Relationships category Ind the Knowledge of
Subject Matter category. This finding, however,.m0y be attributable to a
possible relationship between level of assistance that is'given and the level
of .assistance that is needed by the-beginning teacher. Data presented in a
later section ofithis report reveal that the initial performance of beginning
teachers was pe ceived to be strongest in these two Categories) In other.
categories ,t'such as Classroom Management and Techniques of Instruction, in
which a sizeable number of teachers were considered 0 be 'weak, .a grealpr
perCentage of teachers received high Tr moderate levels of assistance.
Therefore, the smaller percentage of teachers who received assistance in
Teacher-Student Relationships and Knowledge of Subject Matter may be due to a.
lack of need for, assistance.

16
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Most support team members indicated that they 'provided a .high or mo crate
level of assistance' to teachers in most categories. Data suggett that m st of,
the.individtialvwithin each of the support.team subgroups Oaqicipatediin the
support procqs, 'Summary data which" provide percentages of sUpport 'team
members.who.ptpvided assistance to the Oginning teachers appear tn'Table. 7
through Table 4

. 1

D. Problems knd 'Areas of Colicern

Several difficulties or .areas of concern regardin§ the implementation of the
'program were expressed,by some interviewees. These are discussed,below.' .1

A. Exce sive PalerworkT and Time COmmitment. Criticisms regarding
paperwor .nr % me were g ven mos requently by support team
Oembers. Individuals .Who were' most critical were building-leVel,
administaprs and other professional educators in schools that had
a .large.number of beginning teachers.. Individuals who cited this
concern area were very critical 'of the paperwork created by the pro-
fessional development plan and the Time/Actiyity log distributed by
the Office of Educational- Accountability as part of the program
evaluation.

Specific recommendations were made to. reduce page work. One recom
mendation was to formulate activities on the p 0cfessional develop-
ment plan only for those competencies in which the beginning teacher
needs 'to improve. According to many individuals, developmental
activities were written for each of the 23 Competencies.

Identification of Beginning Teachers and Peer Teachers. A consider-
able.number of principals cited. pro6lems related to' the identifica-

# tion of beginning. teachers or peer teachers. The major, problem
' 'regarding beginning teacher identification was changes in the status

of teachers,. That is, some teachers who were identified'as begin-
41ing teachers, were later taken'out of the program hecaise they ,were
not beginning teachers, and vice versa.

0

The major problem in. identifying peer teachers involved selection
from the list of peer teachers identified at the end of the 198283

'school year. In some cases, peer teachers appearting on the l,st
Were not a good match with the begidning teacher, i.e., assigned to
a different subject,area or leVel, experienced conflicting perso
ities, etc. :In other cases, more than the expected number of be in-
ning teachers were hired SelectioR of a peer teacher whose name
did not appear on the list necessitated a considerable amount of
paperwork. Consequently, the sillection of a peer teacher was de-
layed.

Lack of Benefit to..Extenced".Teaehers: A few the ,beginning
teachers who were interviewedhad extensive experience in the field
of teaching.. For example, 'one teacher had thirteen years of
teaching experience in the state of New York. Among beginning
teachers who mere in this category and their suppor' team members,
many indicated that. the program was a "waste of ,rime, ". and its
benefits were minimal. Many. recommended changes in the beginning
teacher definition or the inclusiOn ,of special rovisions for
experienced.teachers..

17



Etosimirma
A. Amounts and Types,of Skillichange.

r

, . ,,t, Interviews. 'The 4ginntngleachrs.were asked to give SpeCifjciareas in hick
,.

.they had improvements as a yesultAlf their participati n in
the program, Nearly all of,the teachers were able ftrindicate a specific area A

in which they.felt'that they hi&made, significant positive changes. The most .

common areas of improvement were im self-confidence and improvement in .ne pr
more' of the TADS' Categories; e.g,. : classroom managemNit or.-techniqu s of .... a,

instruction. In.most cases, response of support team members supported those,-,..
given* thebegindking teacheri. Mos ;support team members mere also a o
express areas' of. significant posit 'change in 'the .beginning te cher's
performance.

'urvey. Surveys which were,distr4Dtqd to each of tile program parti ipants
included items that assessed he performance of beginning teaghers on ach of
the TADS categories at the ginning and the end of the'school yea . The
distributions of these "before" and "after" assessments are illustr ted in

Figures'2A throUgh Figure 7D. The figures illustrate a before/after omparf-
son of'the percentage of respondents who made the following ratings tif per-
formance:

A

VS - Very strong
SS - Somewhat.Strong
AVG - Average (BLAs and OPEs only)
SW - Somewhat Weak
VW - Very Weak

Unlike beginning teachers and peer teachers who provided assessmen s for
individual teachers, BLAs and OPE6 rated. the average .performance 'f the
teachelos that they assisted.

110

The trend of changes appears to be consistent across each of the seve TADS
categories. In each of the responclentsta)grovps, there is a shift n the
distributions toward more positive asses is of performance. In the f gures'
which display beginning teacher and peer teacher distributions, the\re is
generally a reduction in the percentage of rtspondents who gave the !lower
three ratings' at the end of the program and a greater percentage of,respon-
'dents who rated the BT as "very strong." In the case of BLAs and OPEs,)there
were consistent increases in the percentage who rated the average performance
of BTs as "very strong" and "somewhat strong" with neductions. in,the percent-
ages who gave ratings in the other categories.

The only exceptionlo this trend was in the' area. of Professional Respbnsi
ties in which fewer beginning teachers considered themselves 'very stron " at
the end of the program, 'and more rated their performance as :'very w ak."
There was _virtually no change in the percentage who felt that' they were
somewhat weak in this category,. However, even in this category; the geheral
trend was also evident in the responses ofthe support team members. 1

Table 10 through Table 16 'give before and after comparisons of the 4tual
percentages of respondents who.considered the beginning teachers as "weak" and
,those who.ratedthem as "strong. 0



0

. The'McNemarlest for' Significance of anges iSiegel,A956) was used.to test
.the statistical significance of these nges'. In pearly all of the catego-
ries, there was.Onerally i signilicant r ItcpOn in 'the Amber of the panic-.
ipants who rated the teachers as "somewhat week" or'"very weak."

. In each
category, there wire altOncreases. iti the _numbers of participants who gave
ratings of "somewhat strone.or "very strong" at the'end of the progr'aC The

. changes in theposiOve ratings were statistically significant in most cases
f0.0011. .

. .: o.

Findings\support the conclusion that' significant improvenients in the per-
ceptions of participants regarding BT performance Occorred daring the progriN.
Generally,greateP numbers of BTs were considered to be strong in each of the

, assessmentcategortes at the end of tile school year) .fewer were consid to
be weak. .. e

1

,B. Extent To_Which Inservice Activities Are -Effective Remediatin
ciencies

fnterv.iews. According 'to building-level administrators, ten (15%) of fhe
beginning teachers who were,intervieweg had recejved an unacceptable rating on
at feast one of the TADS assessment categories duritlg the schodloear. . Given
below are the number of 'teachers foundto be deficient in.each Assessment
category.

6 Preparation and Planning
I' Knowledge of Sub ct. Matter
7 'Techniques of I ction,

Classroom Management
T Assessment Techniques

Teacher7Student Relationships

3.

Specific reMNlation activities were assigned to each of the' tgche'rs who had
receivecran ansatisfactory evaluation. A variety of prescriptions or remedia-
tion assignments had been given. These ranged from conferences .with the
beginning teacherproviding direction to enRollment ih a TEC course.

Nearly all of the beginninii teachers who were assigned ,a prescription and
their support team members felt that the prescrilAions were effective in
improving the beginning teacher's performance. Two beginning teachers and one
building-level administrator felt that they were not effective.

4

No significant pro em yeas or concerns were expressed regarding remediation
activities.

Surveys. Beginning teachers were requested on the survey to indicate whether
remedlation had been assigned to them on each of the respective TADS cat-
egoriet. - A similar 'item appeared on the peer teacherform of the survey
regarding the beginning teacher that the peer teacher assisted. Remediation
was 'defined in the survey directions as any activity, workshop, course,
consultation, etc., that was assned by the support team and included as part
of the professional 'development plan because of a deficiency.. To determine

ation actJviies, comparisons were .made of
formance at Ithb begiOning and end of the.

d that they were ,assigned remediation because
A

the overall impact of the ' remed

perceptions of the teaching pe
program for teachers who Indio
of a-deficiency.
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Tall 17' :displays the percentages of BTs thatt4ere assigned prescriptions who
ered themselViSto6e)qhat Weak" or "very.weak.Percentaget who rated

theirt perforipOncen in these cotegoriet at the beginning of the program are
compered .4ithAmrCentages falling into these categories at .the end of" the
S06014ear. Similar compai-isons of assessments by peer teachers are given. in
Tab, e 18, ''At:the-.enUdof the school year, there were 'considerably fewer VS.
*O:felf that their.perfOrmanCe was weak. This finding was evident in each, of
the:::asse$sMetegories, The. comparisons- bfjtratinbsby peer teachers
tedlcOte-. that .the perCeptiOns ofzTeer teachers rElgarding the perfermance of.
this- subgroupofrt:'WWolto more positive at.the end of the schodl year,"

r
Review of Documents. Another method used to determine the overall impact of
the program, particularly' the, effectiveness of..the remediatiQn activities, was

, to compare'he number of beginning telcOrs on prescriptive status between the
.

,first and second semesters. Ifremedfaflon and overall support are effective,;
a reduction in the number of ;Bis on preScriptive status should be observed
; during the second half -of thi4rOgrani,

.Such-a reduction 411' the number of teachers on prescription was observed.
Overall, 2.9 beginning teachers who entered the program in August-October were .
given, unsatisfactory °ratings during 1083-84: Of that number, 25 were defi-
cient during' the first. semester. Only eight*ofthese t6adwrs were still on
prescriptive. status during the second semester which.nepresenf9 a 68% decline.
'Only. four /eathers who Were not on prescription during the first semester were
given unsatisfactory tatings during the second semester.

The evaluation fo10rms of this group Of teachers were examined to determine the
jtsessment categories in which -deficiencies were' noted by the.assessons. The
number sof 'BTs given unsatifactory ratings; in' each of the assessmentcatego-
ries Were compand for the first and second semest:rs. These coMIDari sons
appear in*Table 19. The data contained in WIle 19 reveal cotitbrable
declines in the number' of BTT who were deficient during the: second semester,
-(with the exception of the Olowledge of Subject Matter category)... In the.
Knowledge of Subject Matter category, there was an increase in the minber of
beginning teachers, in prescription between, the first. art0 second semesters. ,

The.prescriptioh activities, as, tpdicated by the -8ata, wehe effective in

-helping most of the teachers, Who were inittally rated as deficient, to
-perform at an acceptable Level lay "the end of the school year.

Information regarding the types of prestription activities used to remediate
40fid+encies was obtained for a 24% random sample (N.7) of, the teachers given
unsatisfactory ratings. This'information was obtained by conducting i'cOntent
analysis oPappropriate 'TADS forms and the professional deelopment plans.
The activities assigned, to this sample appear in Appendix N.

,
C. .Extent t9'Which Participants Were Satisfied with the Program

.4

InterviOws. Each interviewee Was asked to rate the overall effectiveness of
the Begfnning,Teacher Program as implemented in their. sdhool. , The majority of
interviewees in ai participant categories responded. "excellent," "very good," 4
or "good:"
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Al 1'gh the program was 'rated well by a majority of the building-level
a.6i1 strator's, many added that this was possible because of the small number.
of beginning teachers assigned to the sjte.- These principals felt that the
quality of support given to the beginning' teachers would have been reduced
rastically a.larger number of beginning teachers' haid been assigned..

Surveys. On thk surveys, participants rated the impact of the Beginning
Teacher Program upon the overall teaching performance of the BT (BT and PT
firms) or most of the BTs at a given site (BLA and OPE forms). .4

Figure. 9A through Figure 9D illustrate the percentages given to each rating
within the participant subgroups. Overwhelmingly, most participants felt that
-the program had at least a slight positive impact upon, the teaching perform-
ance of the beginning teachers. At.least 4Q% of the participants in each..f
the subgroups indicated that the progrerhad a strong positive. impact..

.

.,.. BecAuse interview data revealed that more of the experienced:Us feolot.thatthe
° ,UP'was of.limited benefit 'to them,' it was hy0Othestzed that The .majority

responses indicating-A "negative impact".or '"no impact" was given by these
teachers.. Further. Analysit fatle to..suppOrt this hypothesis. Of the.begfn-
ning-teache'rs who.perceived. that the program 'had .no. impact or a negative
.impact on teaching' performance, o ly 36% had more than three. years of full-
time teaching experience. Forty-six percent had no full- ime teaching' ex-

-perienCe priorto August 1983. These data, therefore, do notssubstanlrate the
claiM that the program does notbenefit the experienced teacher.

S.

4

. .4.

.A
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DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

Findings of this evaluation t'Udy indiate that the major components of the
Beginning Teacher Program were implemented appropriately and that the prografti.
ba4 an overall favorable impact upon the'instructional'effectiveness of begin-
ning teachers. Some problems did exist; however, the' problems which were
observed occurred in a relatively small_bercentage of the cases.' For the
majority of ,cases, the program was operating aOntended with, favorable re-
resulits.

f

Probably more significant than the findings thtMselvei is the, impart of the
ol

evaluation process upon improvement3 in the implementation and outcomes-Of the
Beginning Teacher Program. The findings that .haVe been reported.are the net
effect.of these improvements. Primarily,. program evaluations are Cond4cted
for ;the pUrpose of facilitating decision - making and program improvemeAts.
Clearly, the evalsation of the 'Beginning Teacher Program hasochieved the
latter purpose, 'llts-prograM:has exemplified the utility and role of evalua.
tion,in program development. .

A

o 4

The goal of the Beginning. Teacher Program is to improve teacher, performance
'means of 1 competendy-based teacher education system. Several problems ere
identified in the .1982.,83 evaluation which scrio4sly -inhibited the, successful
implemeritation of the CBTE system; Recommendations were made in the J982-83
evaluation for the purpose of improving the operation of the program.

Problems identified in the previous evaluation were not detected in this"
--vstudy. Specifically, improvements in the following areas were observ,ed in the

1983-84 evaluation: .. ,

1. Greater participation of other professional educators
process. 41,

2. Provision of more comprehensive trailling for each prog m participant.
3. The formulation 'of written professional development plans for most

beginhing teachers.
,

. .

.t 0'

4. Greater understanding .of the program and the procedural requirements by
prograMparticipants.

in' the support

To a'great extent, these improvements may bributed to the efforts of the
program staff to increa and improve communlcation with program participants
and the progress staff m toward the implementation of the 1982-83 'recommen-
dations. Specilic activities were implemented Vhichrrelated 'to each of the
recommendations. Use'of the evaluation findings' in program development are,
reflected in the improvements that have been mentioned and the ;positive
findings observed in the current study:, 4

Although findings are generally positive, some concerns still emerged: delays
and changes in beginning teacher identification, time and paperwork require«
ments of thg program, and lack of benefit for teachers with extensive experi-
ence. Probiems will always be associated with a progrAm to some extent, re-
gardless of't6 length ofoqts operation. However, the nature and severity of
these problems should not be such that the effectiveness and impact of the
program are restricted. Unlike the concerns raised in the :1982 -83 evalUation,
the problems raised by 'the participants in this evaluati probably do not



affect the CBTE process to a negative"manner. Until a sir)gle definition of

16

the beginning teacher has been in ef ect for a succession of years, there will
continue to be delays.in deterMining the eligibility of some teachers. Also,;
some additional paperwork is associ ted with most programs. This concern'
emerges as .a result of the relatively large number of beginning teachers at
particular sites, a, situation which results primarily from programmatic,
decisions, such as Chapter I, and the characteristics of some schools.

The third concern. - laCk of benefit for experienced teachers - may have sale
merit. 'Although the definition of the beginning teacher is determined by the
State, the District can make recommendations. Any recommendations must be-
based upon additional data, however. 'Data related to the Cast/effectiveness
of the BTP for teachers.with extensive experience should be- obtained. , If 'the
effectiveness of the program does not warrantthe costs which are involved,
apprOpriate recommendations should'be made to the State.

,

'Once a program becomes operational, the decision- alternatives from a program
Valuation are reduted to three.: to improve,. terminate, or maintain the
rogram (Worthen and Sanderhe 19.73). Findings of this study support the
latter conclusion. Due to An effective linkage between the evaluation of thee,
program and program' development, no critical needs for improvement were
identified. Consequently, recommendationsute.eliminate major problems are ha
warranted at this time. Albeit some .problems exist, their frequenty and
severity do not tend to hamper the operations and overall effectiveness of the
program. These, too, will eventually be resolved,'given the current involve,
ment and commitment' of ,program managers to improve the operations of the
program. The findings of the study support recommendations for continuation
of current efforts and procedures used to improve program management. and
operations. Specific recommendations are: .

I. Improve the program training, component by incorporating district, area,
. or school-level Workshops for beginning teachers and peer teachers,
contingent upon the aVailability, of funds.

2. .Continue the communication network between Staffing Control and the BTP
offict in an effort to identify and eliminate barriers to speedy. identi-
fication of beginning teachers.

'Continue the periodic monitoring.of.support 'teams to ensure that teams
are functioning properly. This should continue to include a review of
portfolios and verification of the existence and appropriateness of

" written professional development plans.

"Continue the Procedures that have been implemented to inform and update
participants about the Beginning Teacher 'Program during the school year. '1

//
5, Conduct a study of the cost/effectiveriesse of the Beginning, Teacher

Program for experienced teachers with a study of the impact that the
beginning teacher ,definition has upon the District. Findings of this
study should form' the basis for appropriate recommendations to the
Department of Education. ,

.1
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TABLE 1

GRADE LEVELS IN WHItH,BTs WERE ASSIGNED .TEACHING DUTIES

ercen eve

66 'Elementary

16

1'8

.Middle /Junior High

Senior High

Adult/Vocationa4

1.1

26'

33



TILE 2

SUBJtCT AREA THAT BT WAS ASSIGNED MOST OF HIS/HER TEACHING DUTIES
c. -

U

er en o eac

1,1

48

9

'2

0

3

3

3

7

3

4

8

a

ec 1reas

-Elementary Education

English /Language -Arts

Exceptional Education

Foreign Language

/,
1:Guidance

Mathematics

Music

Physical Education

Reading

' Science

Social Studies

Vocational

OTHER'

o

TABLE 3

HIGHEST DEGREE HELD BY BEGINNING TEACHERS

ercent of Teachers

6

80

2

ueeree

,Bachelor

Masters

Specialist

Doctorate

27

34

r'

t

U



TABLE 4

STATUS OF BTs ON FLORIDA TEACHER CERTIFICATION EXAMINATION

8

74,

Not taken exam

Passed exam

.Failed exam'

w

TABLE 5

FULL-TIME TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF BTs PRIOR TO AUGUST 1983

Percent of BTs

58

13

10

3

2

14

Yeart of Ex erience ..

None

One year

Two years

Four *years

Five years

Mort than five years.

off

28
5

A



TABLE 6

PERCENTAGE OF 'BEGINNING TEACHERS INDICATING'

THAT ASSISTANCE WAS RECEIVED FROM THE SUPPORT TEAM

ASSESSMENT CATEGORY
Percent BTs Receivin Assistance

overate ow one

Preparation and Canning

Knowledge of Subject Matter

Techniques of InstrUction

Classrob n1 Management

Teacher - student Relationships

Assessme t Techniques:

Professional Responsibilities

41

33
,

38

i° ,

14

a

18

6

19.

36 4 49 17 8

37 34 lb .' 13

41,

24 33 ' 19 24
e

31 34 16 9

33 35 15 17

TABLE 7 .

DEGRE OF ASSISTANCE PEER TEACHERS.PROVIDEIC
, TO THE BEGINNINGJEACHER'"

ASSESSMENT CATEGORY
.

Percent PT Providing Assistance,
lo era OW ne.

Preparation and Planning'

K R4edge of Subject Matter

T chniqufrof IgstrUction

Cl ssroom Management

Teacher -St lent Relationships

Assessment Techniques.

37

3

38

/21

26

a Professional Responsibilitieilik. _19_ .

45

41

51

38

36

/39

34

14

23

12

16

26

21

3

14

6

8'

17

12.



TABLES
46,

."DEGREE*OF ASSISTANCE BUILDING-LEVEL ADMINISTRATORS,PROVIDED
TO MOST OF THEIR ASSIGNED BEGINNING TEACHERS

ASSESSMENT CATEGORY

Preparation and planning

Percent BLAs Who Provided Assfstance'

1117----WaiR771717117g----

28

Knowledge of Subject Matter 19'

9
39

Techniques of Instruction

'Classroom
Management

Teacher-Student Relationships 15

28.

11

Assessment Techniques

Professional Responsibilities

62

55 22 4

58 12

48 10 2

51 .25 9

56 14 2

58 26

4,

1

151

TABLE 9

DEGREE OF ASSISTANCE OTHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS PROVIDED
TO'MOST OF THEIR AS5,1,06,0 BEGINNING TEACHERS

ASSESSMENT CATEGORY
Percent OPts Prbviding Alsistance

. 'Moderate Low None

Preparation and Planning' 27 56,

Knowledge* of Subject Matter 14 - 55

47

40

Teacher-Student Relationship's 19 41

Assessment Techniques 26 \\ 4'56

Professional Responsibilities '14 .44

Techniques Of,Instrdction

Classroom Management

32

13 2

28. 3

-19 2

1,5 3.

31. 8

15

12,

.."
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ITABLET 10.

CHANGES IN PARTICIPANTS'ASSESSMENTS OF BEGINNING TEACHER PERFORMANCE

CATEGORY: PREPARATION AND PLANNING

'%0With Perception of % With Perception ,of
SOMEWHAT WEAK or , SOMEMHAT4STRONG or
VM WEAK VERY STRONG.

t,

fi

Before Now DIF

BEGINNING TEACHERS 18.9 0.8 -18.1*

PEER TEACHERS 32.0' 3.3, -28.7*

BUILDING-LEVEL.ADMINISTRATORS 16.1 1.6 -14.5*

OTHER PROFESSIONAL EQUCATORS 25.2 0.8 -24.4*

Before. Now DIFF'
14

78.2 98,9 +20.7*.

67.5 96.5 +29.0*

51:1 85.5 +34.4*

43.1 82.2 +39.8*

*The difference represents a change in the number of indiViduils givIng a response
which is statistically significant.° Rased upon the results of the McNemar Test for
the significace of changes, the probability that 'such a change 'is a chance occur-
rence is 1 time out of 1000.

. .

tt

01

,

.31

38

t



r-r. 4TABLE 11

CHANGES IN IN PARTICIPANTS' ASSEAKENTS OF BEGINNING TEACHER PERFORMANCE
, \

CATEGORY: KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER 7
n.

1
% With. Perceptiontof

SOMEWHAT' WEAK or`,.
\ VERY WEAR.

t
Before Now

BEGINNING TEACHERS . 8.7 -0.0

PEER TEACHERS . 14.5 2.1

BUILDING -LEVEL .ADMINISTRATORS .6:1 0.8

OTHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS 74' .0.8

'% With Perception of
SOMEWHAT STRONG or

DIFF Befo're Now CUFF

-8;7* 6041.. 99.8 +947*

-12.4*.: 84.4 . 97.8 +13.4*

\-8-:3*.- 63.6 . 87.8 .+24:2*

-0.6* 67.2 '82.8 +15.6*

t

*The difference reprpsents a change in the number of individuals giving a Tesponse
which is statistically significant. Based upon the results of the McNemar Test for
the significance of changes, the probability, that such a change is a chance occur-

. rence is 1 time out of,1000.
.

f4-

41#11Ylk

ap

lb^



TABLE 12

CHANGES IN PARTICIPANTS' ASSESSMiNTS OF BEGINNING TEACHER PERFORMANCE

CATEGORY: TECHNIQUES OF INSTRUCTION

o' % With Perception of.
SOMEWHAT WEAK. or

% With Perception of
,:SOMEWHAT STRONG ..or.

VEilftfilaG

Before Now DIFF kefore .Now DIFF

BEGINNING TEACHERS 19.0 1.6 -17.4* .78.4 98.1' +19.7*

PEER TEACHERS 30.8 2.8 -28.0* , .68,7 96.6 +29.1*

BUILDING-LEVILADMINISTRATOS 16.8 0.8 -16.0* 43.5 81.7' .4,38.2*

OTHER PFOFESSrONAL EDUCATORS 24.8 -21.6* 41.3, 75.2 .93.9*

* e difference represents a, ange in. the number,ofIndividuals 9ivihg
,

.response*L
which, is statistfcally signifi

, Based vpon the results of the McNemar Test for '-
the significance of changes, the probability .that such a change is a chance occur=
.AeriCp is 1 time ,out of 1000. A

. ,

0 6

21,10 br,
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TABLE 13 .0p.

CHANGES IN PARTICIPANTS' AUESSMENTS OF 'BEGINNING TEACHER PERFORMANCE:

CATEGORY; tiLASSRODM MANA4MENT.

4

% With Perception of . % With Perception of
. .

SOMEWHAT WEAK or SOMEWHAT STRONG or

'71177117
.nerwr

6

41, :

.BEGINNING TEACHERS':

,,

Before Now DIFF , :Before Now OIFf.

-PEEPPTEACHERS 41.8

BUILDING-LEVEL'ADMLNISTATORS 21.4

OT4ERfPROFOSIONAL EDUCATORS 28.3

4.8 -22.3*i

9.1' -32.41

'5 6 -23-.34

o
1

e

70.0 54;5' +24.5* '

38.0 900.E 432.7*

39..7 78.6' +38.9* *

37.5 ,73.4 +35.9*

*The difference represents a change in the number of inctivi4uals giving a response
which is' statistically significant. Based upon the results of the McNemar Test for

.,the significance. of changes,,the probability tbatisuchia change is a chance occur-
rence.is 1 time,out-of MOO. ,_ \.

J.,,..

0

.4.

3.

4

0



TABLE 14
MYIIIM

CHANGES IN PARTICIPANTS' ASSESSMENTSOF'BEGINNING TEACHER .'PERFORMANCE

CATEGORT::\ TEACHER - STUDENT RELATIVSHIPS

-....-

% With Perception of
SOMEWHAT WEAK or

VERY' WEAK': r

tO.

Before Mow

44404.1104044....444V

BEGINNING TEACHERS, 9.0 1.4

PEER TEACHERS-- 17.7 1.5

BUILDfNG-LEVEL ADMINISTRATORS
. .

3.6 1.5

OTHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS 10:6 .0.8.

% With Perception of
SOMEWHAT STRONG or

. -VtRY STRONG`

DIFF Before Now RIFF

-7,6 88.6 . 98,2' +9,6* 0

-16.2 820 ,* 98.5 +16 5* -'-o

12.3* 64. 87.9 +23.5*

-9.8* '42.1. 80.3 +18.2*

4

*The difference represents a change in the number of individuals giving a response
which is statistically significant: ased upon the results of the McNemar Test for
the significance of changes, the pr bability that such a change is a chance occut-
rence is 1 time out of 1000.

V
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CHANGES IN PARTICIPANTS ASSESSMENTS'OF 0E6IANING'TEACHER PERFORMANCE

CATEGORY: ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES
1 I

BEGINNING TEACHERS

PEER TEACHERS.
0

BALDING-LEVEL: ADMINISTRATORS'

. OTHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS

% With Perception of
'SOMEWHAT WEAK or.

VERTAAK

I With Perception of'
SOMEWHAT STRONG or

VERY STROKG

, Before Now DIFF Before. Now

24.0 2.7 -21.3* 72.3 96.9 +24.6*

27.9 3.1 -24.8* 71.4. 96.4 +25.0*

17.4 1.5 -15.9* 37.8. 73.5 +35.7*'

26.0 1.6 -24.4* 30.2 70.7

*"

ti
e

*The difference represents a change in the number of individuals giving a response
which is tatistically signiffcant... Based upon the results of the McNemar Test for
the Significance,of changes, the probabOlity that such a change isle chance occur-
rence is 1 timOnout of 1000.

0

A



TABLE 1.

CHANGES IN PARTICIPANTS' OF BEGINNING TEACHER PERFORMANCE

CATEGORY: PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

0

't)

BEGINNING-TEWERs

% With Perception of % With PerOption of
SOMEWHAT WEAK or SOMEWHAT STRONG or
AfelfwEAX VERY STR6N6

Before Now DIFF

13.4 1.3 -12.1*

PEER TEACHERS . 15.1 4.9 1-10.2*

BUILDING-LEVEL ADMINSTRATORS 5.4 1.5 -3.9*

OTHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS 4.1 1.6 -2.5*

Before. Now DIFF

83.5 97.9 +14.4*

83.6' 94.3 +10.7*

162.6 81.7 +19.1w

66.7 87.0 , 4.20.3*

*the difference r'epres;nts a change' in the number of ihdivoiduals givinsb a response
which is stapstically significant. Based upon the results of the McNemar Test for
the significance of changes, the probability that such a change is a chance occur»
rence is 1 time oat of 1000.

4

tR 10 4

4,

0



'TABLE 17

SELF- ASSESSMENTS OF BEGINNING TEACHERS WHO INDI/CATED
THAT REMEDIATION .WAS ASSIGNED BECAUSE OF A DEF cIENcy

w

Preparation and Plowing
. (R=64)

Knowledge of Subject Matter

(N *41)

Techniques of Instruction
(N=68)

Classroom Management
'(N=86)

BEFORE NOW
omew a ^ea

or Very Weak,
omew a ^ea

or Very Wkak

45.4 4.7'

19.5 0.0

42 A 3.0

'52.4

Teacher-Student Relationships 38.1
(N=42)

Assessment Techniques
(N=63)

Professional Responsibilitfes
(NT11)

49.2°

34.1

1

9.3

7.2

4'. 8

2.4.

,



TABLE 18

PEER. TEACHER ASSESSMENTS OF BEGINNING TEACHERS WHO INDICATED
.

THAT REMEDIATION WAS ASSIGNED BECAUSE OF A DEFICIENCY

Preparation and Planning
(Nm126)

Knowledge of Subject Matter
(Nm80)

Techniques of Instructi

(N%127)

'Classroom Management
(N=134) V

Teacher- Student Relationships
(N*751

Assessment Techniques
(Nm101)

Professional Responsibilities
(N*67)

omew "ea o ew a ^ea
or Very Weak or Very Weak

'68.7

504

57.5

75.3

38.1

49.2

'7.9

6.3

5,5

16.4

5.4

5.0

. 50.7' 14.9

is.

39

46

4



TABLE 19

Comparisons of the Number of Beginning Totchers
On Prescriptive Status By Category,

a egory um er o s on rescr p ve a us
1st femesterl.

I. Preparation and Planning

2nd Semester

19. 5

Knowledge $uNect,lAtter 6

Clossi'oom Management'. 8

..IIV.. Techniques of Instruction 5

V. Teacher-Student RelatiOnships 3

VI: Assessment Techniques .10

Professional` Responsibility 1

.

4
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Figure 1
.

Support Team Responsibilities to the Beginning Teacher

Peer Teacher

Assists BT in preparing daily,
weekly, and semester lesson

plans

Other Professional Educator

-11

Id

k

Building -LevelAdministrator

1. Schedules, plans, and 1, Conducts summative
implements inservice evaluations
adOvities 2. Alerts BT to program

2. Observes and.confers. Beginning ' aewilines

3.1 Serves

BT '-- 4 3. Provides opArtuni-
3.1Serves as 'resource per -' g '.

1
. ""1"-----7 ties for BT to ob-.."

son fa teaching instruc- Teachers serve in other class-
tional.strategies room settings
Provides expertise A 4. Maintains portfolio

-in the BT's content
area

5. Assists BT in the se-
4" ) lection and usage of

materials

6. Provides clinical
supervision. .

P

1. Prqvides feedback, guidance,
and support

2. Participates in the formu-
lation; review and updating.
of the POP

42 -4 9 .
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PERCEPTIONS OF BEGINNING TEACHER PERFORMANCE
CATEGORY: PREPARATION AND PLANNING

M. 06--(VS = Very Strong; SS. = Somewhat Strong; SW 0 Somewhat Weak; VW = Very Weak;
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PERCEPTIONS 'OF. BEGINNING TEACHER PERFORMANCE

CATEGORY: KNOWLEDGE Or SUBJECT MATTER

Very Strong; SS 4 Somewhat Strong; SW = Somewhat Weak; VW = Very Weak; AVG = Average)
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PEKCEPTIONS OF BEGINNING TEACHER PERFORMANCE
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CATEGORY f CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

.0 cPERCEPTIONS OF IBEGINNING' TEACHER PERFORMANCE..
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PERCEPTIONS OF BEGINNING TEACHER PERFORMANCE
CATEGORY: TEACHER-STUDENI RELATIONSHIPS
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(VS = Very Strong;

PERCEPTIONS OF
CATEGORY
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PERCEPTIONS OF BEGINNING TEACHER PERFORMANCE.

CATEGORY: 'PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
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PARTICIPANTS' PERCEPTION OF PROGRAM IMPACT
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230 Essential Generic Competencies

R
403/

Commynications Skills

1 ,Demonstrate the ability to orally communicate information on a given topic in a
coher nt and logical manner'. #

I

Demon rate the ability to write in a logical easily understood style with appro-
priate ammar and sentence structure.

3. Demonstrate the ability to comprehend and interpret a .message afterdlitening..

Demonstrate the ability to readtscoMprehend, and interpret professtonal.material.

Baslc General ,Knowledge v

DeMonstrate the ability to add, subtract Aultiply, add divide.
.

.

Demonstrate an_awareness of patterns of physical And social development in
students.

ilk .

7. iDiagnose thd entry knowledge and/or skill of students for a given set of
instructional objectives using Aiagnostic.tests1 teacherobservattons and
tstudent recor . .

0,

Identify long- ange goals for a'given:sUbjectarea

Construct and sequence related'sticirt,Tange objectives,for a given, subject:,:
area.

r

,

, .
,

4 , .

10. Select, adapt, and/or develop instructional:materials for aAlyenset of '

instructional objectives and student learning
needs.0

, ''
4

.11 SelectideVelOp and sequence relaied learningactivities appropriate. for a ,

given set of instructional objectives and stugent,learningneeds.
, .

12. EstabliSh rapport with students in the clas4room by using verbal and/or visual, 7\
motivational devices. Tilt

13. Presen't dierectioris for carrying out an instructional 'activity.

14. Construct or assemble a classroom test' to measdre student performance acco'rd-,
ing to criteria based upon obJectives.

0

of



44.

Administr.ative'Ski1ls

15. %Establish a set of classroom routines and procedures for utilization of
materials and Vlysical movement.

16, Formilate a' standard for, student behiviorAn the classroom.
4

17. Identify causes of classroom misbehavior and employ a technique(s) for
%correcting it.,

18. Identify and/or develop a system fon keeping records of class and individual,
student progress. pfv

, *

-Interpersonal Skills

19. gounsel with students both individually and collectively concerning.their
academic needs. .

"
,

_ .

20... Identify and/or demonstrate behaviors which reflett a feeling for.the dignity
a0diworth-of other people including those :from other ethnic, cultural,

,

gbistic, dnd.pconomic groups.

21,. Demonstrate instructional and'social Skills which assist students in develop-''

ing a positive self-concept.

22. Demonstrate instructi2nal and social skills which assist students:in inter-
acting. constructivelrwith-their peers.

23. Demonstrate tea'oing skills which assist students in devetopingtheir own
:values, attitudei, and beliefs.

4.

ii

0

4

4

o
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BEGINNING TEACAER PROGRAM

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR BEGINNING TEACHER!
00;

SCHOOL ()

A. TRAINING/PREPARAqION
4.6'

DATE

1. Die,bu.view .any of the three BTP orientation videotapesZ
Yes NO

a. If .YES, 'how many did you view? 1 2:

If YES,. were they effectift,
/

in providing an overview of the pro-
-gram's purpop and procedures?

Yes T -.1, N/A

After viewin thOo:rjentation videotapes did you know:

y u 4gre'reouired to do to compre'the program?
Yes No N 46.

the generic competencies?
'Wes No N/A

. ........... ............-

,..

how song yb'u were' to remain in the program?
No Fr . N/A. Yes woro.

the Oneralprocedures for asesling your performance?

'Yes No N/A

e. the roles'and responsibilities of each of your support team members\

.Yes

, ..

No
..61.*

Did you view any of the follOwing training ,videotapes? 4

a. Planning and Rreparation? 'Yes No

Did it help you Aderstind the generic competencieg?
Yes ho N/

I

6

I
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gEGINNING.TEACHERS'(CONTINUED)
-

Techniques of Instruction Ye's

Did it help you understand the generic
Yes No N/A

Assessment Techniques? Yes

Did it help you understand to generic
Yes No N/A

N

competencies?\

No

competencies?

d. Pupil-Teacher Relationships/Cla,s'room Management?
-Y-es- No. 11T*07-**7".1'

.Did it help you understand thOgeneric competencies?
... A.es No N/A

4. What additional information should
inservice?

5. In wha *other ways
improVed?'

future BTP

other khan a0dItional information

I

could training be

Did you'receive coples,Of:lhOTR.pewS4et.ter pn a regular basis?
Yes No

If NO, diCryoy-rOcet*.a.

,

Did you finci the itiformaffon In the newsletter to pe ulpful?
, ..

Yes No, 'N/A
,....;.4..,,;-

... , .

.,new's1itters? yes:

' 7

7. Here is a liO! of:.tife._tliOgS.OfYissIstante you. should have receivqd in the,
Beginning. Teache0orpg0m4(4cthe_teOptior read the'dpscriptioAs).

.

In your mat'''any.,of thithings on the list NOT DO for
. Yes ,' a Yt$i what assi stance was not Liven?

ou?

*



INTEMIEW: BEGINNING TEACHERS (CONTINUED)

4 ,.

,

Did any problems arise 4 regard to cooperation for communication between ''',

you and any of your support, team members?
Yes No (If YES, explain)

,-.,

dt`

9. What do 'you feel was the most stgnificant.,'co,ntribution of your peer
.

teacher on your professional development? ,.' . .

. 0
,

(

10. Coat was the mpst signiificant contribution your OPE made to your profes-.
sionpl, development?

1.l. What was the most significant contribution of your BLA to your profes-
s'ional development?

12. uaist....in assessments were conducted by your school administrator?

4.... Were' you made. familiar with"TADS and the general observation procedures?
Yes. . No

How. was done?

14, Were post-conferences held after each assessment?
Yes No

a. If NO, how manyTost-conferences were held?

What information Was given to you in the post-conferences? N/A

t

15. Did you share the results of your administrator's observations with your
peer teacherfor.discussion? Yes No

t
4
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INTERVIEW: BEGINNING TEACHERS (CONTINUED)

I

A v)

16. Were you familiar with your progress throughout most of the ithool year,?

41, Yes No. (If NO, explain)

17. Did you have a prescription written anytime this! year?
Yes No

a. If YES, in what area(s)?

Preparation and Planning
Techniques of Instruction
Assessment. Techniques

Student-Teacher Relationships-
Classroom Management

b. .Which specific remediation activities were assigned t you?
N/A

c. Do you think these activities were helpful?
Yes No (If NO, explain)

18. Was a professional development plan formulated?
Yes , No Don't Know.....

N/A

N/A

a

0.. Did you'partitipate in the development of the PDP?
Yes No Don't Know N/A

Of YES, describe the nature (77767r participatioh.)
? .

I
.

,

.

i .

1

ii?. Approximat(N ,how many times was your professional- development plan
updated?

14.614011 ; ( N/A)

)4r

.

A

58.
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INTERVIEW: BEGIMMItIG TEACHER'S (CONTINUED)

ft

21. Were you` satisfied with the Orofesisional development plans that° were
formulated?

................,,
Yes

.

............ .
No: (If NO/explain) N/A

i,

22. How many times did your entire
e
suppcirt team meet with youto discuss

your performance or progress? t t.
1.--."

1

23. Overall, how well did youl.and the'support team work,iogether?

24. What BTP-related problems have you experienced during this school year?

Have they been resolved?

25. What positive chanus do you feel you made as a result of your participa-
tion in the Beginnifig Teacher Program?

$

26. How would you rate the overall effectiveness of the Beginning Teacher
Program as implemented yoUrschOol?

Excellent Good No Opinion Fair Poor

COMMENTS:

1.

27. What suggestions do, you have for improving the.BeginningTeacher Program
in general?

(

ti
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Interview Questions for Peer TeachIrs
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BEGINNING TEACHER PROGRAM

INTERVIEW,QUESTIONS. FOR PEER TEACHERS

SCHOOL

A. TRAINING/PREPARATION

()ATE

pid you view. any of the three BTP orientation videotapes?
Yes No

,

a. How many dld you view ?. 1 2 3 N/A
...104.09.fteVa.

Were they effective in 'providing an overview of the program's
,purpose and procedures?

Yes No N/A

, After viewing the videotapes, -did you know:

a. what beginning teacher was required to do to complete the
progrh ?

Yes No N/A

the procedures fOr assessing the beginning teacher's performance?
Yes . No N/A

c. the requirements for the professional development plan ?,
Yes No N/A

d. your role and responsibilities as a peer teacher?
Yes No N/A

the roles and responsibilities of other support team members?
Yes No N/A

the design and maintenance of the pbrtfolio?
Yes No N/A

62



INTERVIEW: PEER. TEACHERS CONTINUED

. .

3. .Did you view.any of the following. training *es?.

. A. Planning.and Preparation tape? Yes Nd

0
Dfd it help you understand the,gerferic. coMpetencies?

Yes , No N/A

,b. Techniques of Instructton'tape? Yes .No

bid it help you understand the generic competencies?
Yes No N/A

, 1
c. AssesSMent Techniques tape? Yes

,

Did it help you understand the geneirc competencies?'
Yes No WA,.....

d. Pupil-Teacher Relationships/Classroom Management tape?
Yes No4

. ../.

Did it help you understand the generic competencies?
Yes . No N/A ,

wavorla * ...

. V

4. After viewing all,of the videotapes, did you feel prepared to:

a. provide feedback to the beginning teacher? -Yes

If no, explain.

b. confer with the beginning teacher?

If no, explain.

Yes no

c. assist in developing the professional development plan?
Yes No

If No, explain.

'orient, the beginning teacher to TADS and the evaluation process?
Yes , No

If no, explain .

63
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pINTERVIEW:' PEER TEACHERS CONTINUED

e. maintain a record of peer teacher involvement? Yet'

I lener41, 'how could your training for the BTP have been improved?:

a

Did you rscetve copies of the.BTP newsletters on a regular basis?
Yes No

4

a. If. NO, did you receive. or see LI newsletters?
Yes No I

If YES, d14 you find the informati in tneAtewsletter to be useful?
Yes - No. (If explain)

B. SUPPORT PROCESS

7. Here is a list of the types of assistance that is to be given to the
beginning teacher by the support team members (Let tkle peer teacher read
the descriptions).

In yor opinion, were any of the things on the list NOT DONE for the'
'beginning teacher? I

Yes. No (If YES, what assistance was not given?
4

411
.

Did any problems arise in regard to cooperation communication amongto .c

the support team members? )

Yes , No .(If YES, explain),WriMr 6.1....../.... ,

9. Overall, how well did you and other Memb-ers'' o ',the support team work

001

together?

1

10. How well did you and the beginning teacher work together.?

64
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INTEVIEW: PEER itACNOS CONTINUED

11. Did you .ever visit the beginning .teacher in the classroom?
Yes No'

12. Did you and the beginning teacher ever discuss his/her performanc

.13. Were you informed of the results of the beginning teacher's assessments
and his/her status on the generic Competencies?

Yes No
0....4.1.1.1010102

If YE5, by whom?'

BT BLA

di

OPE

14. Was the beginning teacher regularly informed of his/her status .on the
, generic competencies assessment results'?

Yes No Don't Know 41
.1.0.1.411111..Y10.1.11/ 11

45. Did you attend any pot-conference with the beginning teacher?

Yes No

a. If YES, how many' did you attend?

b. If YES, what information was usually given to the brginning teache
in the post-conferences?

16. Wa a professional development plan formulated for the beginning teacher.?
Yes No 4 Don't KnOw .(If NO, explain why)

17. Did y u participate in the development of the PDP? '
Yes No Don't Know NJA
S, descrille the nature 6T37) participation.T-

79.
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INTERVIEW: PEER TEACHERS.CQffTINUED

18. Did the.beginniqg teacher participate in the formulation of his/her
professional development plan.?

Yes No Don't Know N/A

19:4, Approximately_ how many tiles was the professional. development flan
updated? (

20. Were you satisfied with the quality of the profesSionai development plan?
Yes No (If NO, ,explain) N/A) ,""

21. Did the. beginning teacher's entire support team ever meet with him/her to
discussOis/her performance?

Yes. No

22. Oat do you feellwas the most significant contribution' you made .6 the
beginning teacher's professional development.

23.- What significant positive changes did you obser/e in the beginning
Teacher asa result of his/her participation in' the Beginning Teaqiier
Profgram?

. LL
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INTEVVIEW:,.PEER tEACHERS CONTINUED

2

4

4

How would you rate the overall effectiveness of the Beginning Teacherv,
Program as implemented In your school?

Excel lent Good No_ODinion Fair Poor I

COMMENTS:

..,. . .t,

.

.

.

.
. .

.

25. What suggpstions do. You.haVe"for improving the Beginning Teacher Program
.

. 0 An general?
..

Other Comments:

9

2

67'
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SCHOOL

a

\ V

BEGINNING TEACHER PROGRAM!.-

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR BUILDING-LEVEL Al?)41iNiSTRkUORS 6.4

TRAINING/ORIENTATION

°

% .DATe

*

4 41,
How, many beginnin4 teachers are employed at your site this ylear?

2 Did you' view any of the three BTP orientation videotapes?
Yes' No

How many .did you view? 4 2 '3 N/A

Were they effective in providing an overview of the program's purpose a d
procedures? . Yes 4. No , N/A

COMMENTS:

3. Did you view any of the following training tapes?.

a. Planniny and Preparation tope? Yes No

Did it help you understand the generic competencies?
11,

Yes
_............._

No ,

..
.N/A

................

,b. Techniques dfAnstruction tape? ''' Yes .No
. , --r----

...........1...
,

0.1W:it-help you understand the generic .competencies?

Yes No N/A

c. Avsesment Techniques tape? Yes . Noo

. Did it helplou understand.the generic cdmRetencies?

Yes No N/A

d. Pupi,Teacher Relationshotps/Classroom Management tape?

''Did it help you understand the generic Competencies?

Yes' No

Q

0

0



INTERVIEW: BUILDING-LEVEL ADMINISTRATOR CONTINUED

0 4. Did y attend a workihop oil the Teacher Assessment and Development sys-
tem ('ADS) this year?

'Yes. No
44,...44440.4444%.

. ,
.

a. If YES, was the Aram effectiive in communicating all yoilneeded to
know Agording, the rtessment of beginning teachers?

Yet No . N/A.
............... . ............4....

....,......
,, ,

_ ......_

If NO, what should have seen covered or liiiii should it have been
improved? ;

%

Did you attend any area or district workshops in.which 'the °FP was
disCussed by 'a BTP staff member?

.

Yes . No

411

Did you obtain any, useful info ation?
Yes No. N/A

If.NO, how should such. workshops be improved in the ,future ?

6. What,additfollal.information ,Should 6e included in future'BTP training or
inservice activities?

'Yes - No Of YES, expllin)

4

.

In what other ways '('other than additional infor;itai n ) could training be
improved?

V

'
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INTERVIEW: BUILDING-LEVEL ADMINISTRATOR cur' NUED*

4* 13 BEGINNING TEACHER/SUPPORT:16M IDENTIFIC TItIN

Were any proNems encomntered.n identifying the beginning
your staff?,'

Yes (If YES, explain)
1

Were any difficultiesi encountered 1

teachers?
Yes No

teachers on

identifying and /or securing peer

(If.YES explain)

10.- Did any confusion 'arise among support team m mbers we6arding their BTP
roles and responsibilities?

4
A Yes No (If YES, explan)1 ................

.
.

11. In your opinion, do you feel that each beginning teaCher's support team.,
member fulfilled hiijher rol

Yes No
.161.01611.11/11.11111.11.

es' and responsibi

(If. NO, explain

Titles? I

C. SUPPORT PROCESS

4
NOTE: The fol1 6wing questions are related to the RIP support process.:for

g nn ng eac er

12. How many times has this beginning teacher been assessed by you.so far?

13. Did you orient the BT on TADS and general observation procedures prl,or to'
your initial assessment?

'Yes No (If a n)

.

....** ho.*
{.*

a. How did you orient the BT?

10
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INTERVIEW: BUIDLING-LEVEL, ADMINISTRATOR CONTINUED
;

14. We .post-conferenc,Os held with the beginning teccher after aach assess
men ? i

Yes'. No (If -NO, explain)

a. If.. approPmately how many conferences 'were held?
i

What topics were usually discussed in, the bost-confereA?

15,. Did the beginning teacher
(If NO, go.to item 16)

Yes No

a. In what area(s)?

have a prescription written anytime this year

b. Which specific remediation activities were assigned to him/he.r?

C. Were these activities effective?
(If NO, explain)

YIes No

-e-

P

'1"4".',

Was a professional dpvelopment plan formAted for this teacher.?
Yes No

4 ,
«

17. Did each =sort tte4p: Member participate in the development of the
beginning teacher's profestIonal development plan?

Yes No .N/A .

a. If NO, which support team members did not partypate and why?

#

If YES, hoW was this'done?

4

11
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INTERVIEW: BUIDLINQ-CEVEOAPNINISTRATOR CONTINUED

A
18. Did thebeginning teacher participate in the development of his/her

rofessivnal development plan?;
Yes No 'N /A0"8",

a. If NO, then expl:ain:

If YES., jlow- was thl.s done?

. ,
1/4

.

1 ,.. Apr Yr41,00( :Saki ,tiffie"'s WA's- the

( N/A t, '

T

r

professional deVelopment plan

20. Overalh dm well did the beginning. teacher's support team work together?
'-:.711

ro

- . 41,;;

21. 'What BtP7-related problpl have you experienced this schoo 'year?

Have they been resolved?

to

22: Were communiion. and coordination froth the BTP district office useful
. .

in assisting you in'the administratio of your Beginning Teacher Program?,
Yes No (If'NO, explain).

23. If needed, how could. communication 'and coordination from the BTP district
office be improved?'

. What significant, positive changes have you observed in this teacher that
have resulted from his/her participation in the Beginning Teacher Program
as compared to his/her performance at the, beginning of the school'year?

73
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INTERVIN: BUIDLIN6-LEVEL ADMINISTRATOR CONTINUED

25. How would you rate the overall qffectivenes$ of your Beginning Teacher
Program this year?

Excellent Good

4COMMENTS:

No Opinion Fair Poor

ok,

1

'
0

26. What suggestions do you have for improving the Beginning Teacher Program
in general?

A
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(Interview Questions For Other PrAessional Educators
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SCHOOL

. BEGINNING TEACHER PROGRAM!

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR OTHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS

TRAINING/PREPARATION

fi

DATE

Did 'you view any of the three BTP orientation videotapes?
Yes No....540.014

a. Howe many did you view?

b.

4 ,

1 2 .3 N/A

Were they .effective in providing an overview of the program's
purpose and procedures?

....

Yes ViN/A
.............. ..... .....

No
.......

.

After viewing the videotapes, did 'you know:

a. what the beginning teacher was required to do to complete the
program?

Yes No N/A

the procedures for assessing. the beginning teacher's performance? e

Yes No N/A.' .

111

'c. the requirements for the p'rofessional development plan?
Yes a No. . N/A

1.
d, yoUr role and responsibilities as an OPE.

. Yes . No N/A

)

.

!
e.

.

the'roles and responsibilities of other &support team members?
Yes No ' N/A

F

0 f.,4rthe deSign and maintenance of the'portfolioZ
Yes No N/A

gr



INTERVIEW: OTHER'PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS CONTINUED

3, Did

a.

you view any, of the following training, tapes?

Plahning and Preparation tape? Yes No

Did it help you understand the generic competencies?
Yes No N/A.

Techniques of Instruction tape?

I

Yes No

Did it help you understand the generiC competencies?
N/A

c. kftessment TechniqOes tape? Yes No

Did it help you understand the generic competencies?
Yes No 'N/A i

d. 'pupil- Teacher Relationships/Classroom'Management tape?
,Yes No

Did ithelp.you understand the generic competencies?
Yes No N/A

AfteAviewing all of the videotapes, did youke 1. prepared

a. observe the beginnirig teacher? Yes
8 .4

. No

If no, explain.

b. confer with the begAning teacher? ` Yes

c

If no, explain.

assist ih developing the professional developM0
Yes No

If No, explain.

v

d,* orient the beginning teacher to TADS and the evaluation process?
ryes No

If no, explain

M

77

s t



INTERVIEW! OTHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS CONTINUED
'04

5, In general, how could yotir training,for,t6 BTP have been improved?

Did you receive copies of the BTP newsletters on a regular basis?,
Yes No7"10111111101.111

a. .If NO, did you receive or see 412.newsletters?
Yes No

b. If YES, did you find the information in the newsletter to be useful?
Yet- No (If NO, explain)

6. SUPPORT'PROCESS

. The following questions should be answered for
teacher).

beginning.

7. Here is a list of types of assistance that is to be given to jhe begcn-
ning teacher by support team members (Let the OPE read the descriptions).

In your opinion; were any of the things on the list NOT DONE for the
'beginning teacher?

,

.
.

.

Yes
- No (If YES, what assistance was not given?)4.,...... ......

Did ty 1,robleml arise i regard to cooperation or communiccbn among
the support team members?

Yes
............

No (If YES, explain) ,

Overall, how well did ,you and other members of the support team work
together?

I 4

10, How well-dtd,,you and the beginning teach& work together?

78
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INTERVIEW: OTHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS CONTINUED

11. Did you ever observe the eginning teacher in the classroom?
Yes No *,?

wiwomommamodowil

12. Did you and the beginning teacher ever discuss his/her performance?

$.

13. Were you informed of the results'of the beginning teacher's assessments
and his /her status on the generic competencies?

Yes No

If YES, by whom?
BT BLA OPE

I

14. Was the beginning teacher regularly informed of his/her status on the
generic competencies and assessment results?

Yes No
...".

Don't Know
"'"'"'".1"

15. Did you attend any post-conferences with the beginning teacher?
Yes No

a. If YES, how many hdve you attended?

b. .1"f YES, what information was usually given to the beginning teacher
in the post-conferences??

16: ,Was atprofesponal development plan formulated for the begin6ing teacher?
Yes ,4 No Don't Know (If NO, explain why)

17. Did you ,participate in the Avelopment of. the PDP?- ',

'Yes No Don't Know N/A
(/P YES, describe the nature orTEr participation.77

J



INTERVIEW: OTHER PR9FESSIONAL EDUCATORS CONTINU

,11

'18. Did the. beginning teacher participate in the formulation of
professional development plan?

Yes No .Don't Know. , N/A

\.,

his/her

19. Approximately how may times was the professional d6elhopment plan

4 o

updated? N/A)

a

20, Were you satisfied with the quality of the professional development,p1a0
Yes ,No (If NO, explain) N/A)

21.. Did the beginning teacher's entire support. team ever meet W4h him/her to
discuss his/her performance?

Yes. , No

22. What.do you feell was the most significant Charibution .you made to the
beginning teacher's professional development.

23. What significant positive' changes did you observe in the hegihning
teacher as a result of his/her participatijan in the Beginning Teacher

- Program?

- - -

80

94
9 0

4
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\
INTERVIEW,: . OTHER PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS 'CONTINUED

1

24. Mow would .you rate the overa1.1 ,effectveneM oi the .,,13egInh
Program as implemented in your-school? .

111.44.. Excellent Good No,Opinion. 6 fair-2..4104=444444

4

COMMENTS:

4 A'

.1
;

'

000 4 I . I

25. What suggestions do you have for imProying the -Beg'inniii:
in general? .

4

26. ;Other Comments:

ti

t.
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DADE COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS ,

.,

BEGINNING TEACHER PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE

.BEGINNING TEACHER FORM

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine, the .effectiveness q e'
Beginving Teacher Program in yOur 'school in achieving its primary goal to
16iprove the teaching performance of beginning teachers. Since you' hae been
listed as a' pailicitaht in the Beginning Teacher Program, for most*of the/ 1983-84 school year'', we are itlteftsted in learntriTakout your perceptions of ?r
the,program's effectiveness. Therefore, we aretrequesting that yOu complete
the items which are included in this Oestionnaire.

.

0

.

You may be assured that-all responses will.remain anonymous. The responsei
will only° be used to evaluate the 'Mginning Teacher Program, not individual
teachers.

'

Predse complete th questionnaire and return it to us by g2une121984.
noro

'have an questions please Or. Lynne Connor.at 350-3447.

Return our form t Mail Code: 9999, Room 800: Attention Dr: orryou
contact

,

1 ..
,

...Thank, you .

.-.

I

VP

I

.4
.

I. '

.. 83

9 7

*.

,

144

0

14.

I
10.
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'A

. 1 ,

PAR

4.

I.D.sCode:

DIRECTIONS , Place a check (/) in the sp4pe whT!precedes your answer
to t4 questions ,6e) ow,

N
...What month, during.the 1981-84 school year, were you.first given a
teaching assignment iri 'the Dade County Public Schools?"

276. 1. AugUsot

64 2. September
' October

23 4. lfter Octo64r

or.

In which'grade.level are your aSsigned teaching dutivs?

253 1. Elementary
1,60' 2. 'Middle/Junior Hrght-

, 69 3. Senior High .

Adult/Vocational
-17 5. , Districtwl4e/Aeawide

.In which sulljeet area hal you been aNgned mostqff your teaching',
duties? .
-186 1: Elementary Edutation
U 2. English/Language.hrts
312. 3. Exceptional Education
774. Foreign Language

7-7-- 5. -Guidance.
-77'.6. Mathematics (

What was your undergraduate major?'

131 -lt Elementary Education
36 2.. Oglish/Language-Arts
8 3. rxteptibpal Education

-Tr 4.. Foreign Language
--T. 5. Guidance
--"r 6. ,Mathematics

84

1--Tr

8. Physical EdYatibn .

1 7. Music

'r 9. Reading
---27 10. Science

( 5 )

(6).

4-13 11i SocialStudies
-Tr 12. Vocational

lb 13. OTHER (specify), (1-81,,

11 7. Music

1

(-17- 8. Physical Education .

--0- 9. Reading .,

7710. Science ..1

---FT- 11.' Social Studies

-7--* 12. focational r-----' 13. OTHER (specify) (9-10'

'4



G.

IM .

.4

From 'whia cqllegCuriiversity dil-you,recei0 youl? und,rgraduate degree?'

47' 1. .Florida International..University
2. rUniiersity.of Florida ,

-It 3. Florida Sthe University
4. University of Miami
5 Florida Atlanttclniversity.

Florida A & M University
Barr University .

Unive sity .of South
--"T 9. Univo y of'Centraj Florida

Tr 10. Biscayne ollegO/St.,Augustine

12. University of North Florida
11. University of West, Florida

. 43 13. OTHER- FLORIDA: (specify).
410,--nr 14 OTHER-OUT-;0E-STATE: (sOecfriy)

of Viliaeroita University

What is Air highest degree?

3Q7
Z5 2.

3.
4.. Bachet .

Master
SpeciaOst
DoctoHate I'3

$

S

.

Have you taken. th itkFlorida Teacher Certification

/
32

-g84 2., Yes, passed.
69 3. Yes., did not pass.

Examination?

H. How mpny years of full-time teaching experience did you,
have prior to August0;1983?

.

225 1 None.
49 2. One yeay.
38 3. Two yeahs.

le Are you and your peer
instructionalrjevel?.

276 1. Yes
11092. No,

a

teacher

S

13 4.

527 6-.Ja
assigned to

Four years.
Five years.
Five yedrs+.

the same
4

Are you and your pe4r teacher assigned to ,the same subject
area?

293

90

1.
4.

'es

No 1

4+6

U

85,

J

89

I.

it

4'.

(11-,12)

fa,

(13)

(14)

I
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Given below are seven major teaching dat9gories into which

4

7

.DIRECTIONS:

the twenty-three ('23) 41orida generic teakhingicompetencies
may be Classified: For each of.thd calegorid*, you are

.
.

,.. asked to do the following: ,
A

.
Y . .. t f t d

. A. AsSOss your abrity to demOnstratei.the teachin01-310hav-. '

.
tpri'fn the category kefore you participated in Dade

., County's Beginning.; Program ., ..

. ...- .. . .
.

A .
.

B.k 104cate whethlr any remediation activities were
'asSigned for thi catdgory'because of a deficiency;

. I
. C. Indicate the amount of *assistance given to ypu in' the

. .

J

A

I

area by your tupport.team;IP tt.

. . AND
:.0

... ..'

.

/
D. Assess, your ability to demonstrate the teaching behav-

fors
.

/

I

;-
c

., .

in the. category'ndW.'

: .

A ,remediation activity' is any activity, workshop course, 'consultation,.. etc,'
:that, has. been assigned by your support team and included as pqrt of .your
...srbfessional development plan because-of a deficiency. 4

o

Responses are given,with each questiob. You are to place a check ( ) ir the
-space whith pretedes the response which agrees with 'our answer.

.

PLEASE GIVE YOUR HONESt.OPINIONS. Your' responses will. be ustd.onlywil0
gram evaluation purposes - to. evaluate the effectiveness of the district's
Beginning Teacher Program. None_pf thb information obtal.ped on this survey
will be used to evaluatA any teacher, r z,

'4
V

.1;

I y



1: CATEGORY 1: PREPARAtIO.N AND PLANNING

Ho would you rate Your
erforniance on this

categOry BEFORE the
19814 school ye4r7

w 110 '1. Very Strong'
189 2. Somewhat Strong

. %. Tr 3. .Somewhat Weak
4. Very Weak

'\ 11 5. 'Don't Know.
.1101.1111,111MMII

C. How do you. rate your

perfOrmapce on thi,f

category OW?

M4 1.

114 2.

Tr 3.
4.

Er

Very Strong
Somewhat Strong
Somewhat Weak
Very Weak
,Don't Know.

Was remediation assigned
on this category?

g

Yes

No

D. What degree of assis-
tance was provjdedby
your support team in.
,this area?

157' 1. High Assistance .

2..Mdderate Assistante
5' 3. Low(Mststance
25 4. No Assistance.

ry

C

I

a
CATEGORY 2: KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER

A. How would'you rate yOur
performance on this
Category BEFORE the ..

1983-84 school year

I
.188. 1. Very Strong
159 2. Somewhat Strong

' 31 3'. Sdmbwhat Weak
2 4: Very, Weak

'7 6. Don't Know
re

C. How do yo4 rate.your.

performancedon this
category NQW?

298 1.

'1113-- 2.

0 3.

4.

7.71: 5.

Very Strong
Somewhat Strong
Somewhat Weak
Very Weak
Don't. Know

I.

.

B. Was remediation assigned
on this category?

41 1. Yes
342 'No

What degree of assis-
tance was provided by
your support..team in
-,this area?

126 1. High Assistance
115 2. Moderate Assistaace.
55. 3. Low Assistance.

4 4. No Assistance

87

1.01.

(1W-21)

OS,

I

(22-25)



CATEGORY 3:' TECRNIQUES OF INSTAUCTION

A.. How would you rate youf
'PS .performance 'on this

, category BEFORE the
1983-84 school. year?

B. Was remediation assigned
on this category ?.

. 95 1.

2.

3,

Very Styong
Somewhat- Strong
Somewhat Weak

67 1, -Yes
2, No205 115

66

4. ..Very Weak.

--1107.5. Don't Know.,

C.' How do you rate Apr
.

performance on thl%
category NOW?

234 1. Very Strong.
142 2. Somewhat Strong

3. SomewhatiWeak'
. Very Weak

1 5. Don't Know

D. What degree of assis-
tance was'provided by
your support team in
this area?

NI

1 9 11. High Assistance
Moderate Assistance

64 3. Low Assistance
20 4. No Assistance

2

Irt-

1

1..CATUORY CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

How would you rate your
performance oii this ,

category BEFORE the
'4 1983-84 school year? .'

',B. Was remediation assigned
on this category?

122 .. Very Strong
148 2. Somewhat Strong k

.-6-7167 3. Somewhat Weak
,--77-;40 Very Weak el
--rr- 5r.' Don't Know10=1111M

How* you rate "dour
performanCe on' this
category NOW?

, . e

215

147

17

1 --Ver9t(trong
2 .. Somewhat Strong
a. Somewhat Weak
40 Very Weak

.5. Don't Know
I

86 1. Yes-Sr 2.. No

4 A

,' What.degree, of assis-

was provided by
your support team in
this area?

141 1. High Assistance
-11t7 2. Moderate Assistance
6 3. Low Assistance,

7413 4, No Assistance

f

(26 -29)

-(30-33)

s a

.

*4.

I *, .

102
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-

'CATEGORY y TEACHER,STUDENT RELATfONiHIPS
. , ....

jloW wOuld .ou rate you

i(

performanc on this
category'BE)NRE.the.
1983-84 school year? e

$

k . 186 1. 'Very Stron4'
Mr" 2. Somewhat Strong
--217- 3; Weak ,

7-7-- 4. Very Welk,-r 5. Don't KnOW

C. How °do you rate Your

performance on this
category NOW?

278 1.

'95" 2.

---T 4.

5.

4

16.

.

Veryy Strong

So what Strong.
Somewhat Weak
Very Weak
Don't Know

I

Was remediLon assigned
on this.category?

4

4.2 1. 'Yes

'.337 '2., No

11,0014

D. What degree of assis-
N tame was provided by

your' support team in
this area?

90 J.High Asistance
126 '2. Moderate Assistance

4. Low Assistance
--107 4. No Assistance

f
6. CATEGORY 6: ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

A.

a

How\would you rate your
performance on this
category BEFORE the
1983 -84 school year?

Very Strong
SoMewhat Strong.
Somewhat Weak
Very Weak
Don't Know.

(How do0001Doiete your
, performance on this

category NOW?

4.

Very Strong
Somewhat St ong
Somewhat W ak
Very Weak

.Don't Kno

Was remediation assigned
on this category?

.

64 1. Yes

316 ,No

,.

What degree,of assis-
twce-was providd by
your support team,in
this area? 0

119 -1. High Assjstance
165 2. Maplierate'As'sistance

"--lr 3. LoW Assistance:
4. No Assistance

, (34-37)

I

65

A4

4

.4.

103
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7. CATEGORY 7: PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

A. How would you rate your
performance on thiS
category BEFORE the
4983-84,school year?,

4

B. Was remediation assigned
on, this category?.

0

'183 1. Very Strong 42 1.. Ye's

138 2. Somewhat Strong 340 2. No
3. -SomeWhatNeak 0'

36
444.44444441144

7--17-4.. 'Very Weak
5'. Don't KnoW

Hoil do you rate your

Performance on this
,

category NOW?

4 4

(42 -45.)

What, degree of assis-
tance was prov.ided by

your support team in
this area?

'281 1. Very Strong 125 1. High Assistance
94 2.. Somewhat -Strong 1n 2. Moderate Assistance

---1r- 3.. Somewhat Weak, 3. Low Assistance58
4., Very Weak 66 . No Assistante
5. .Don't Know

P

4

90

t.

I

4,

Y04

4

r

5,



What impact -do you feel the Beginning Teachr Program has'had upon
your teaching perforMance?

.
156 Strong positilve impact

145 Slight positive-fmpact

21t Slight beYative impaCt

5 Strong negative jmpact

53, No impact.,

4

\

THANK YOU'VERY MUCH FOR TAKING THE TIME TOCOMPLETE THIS SURVEY. WE WILL. USE
YOUR RESPONSES TO HELP IMPROVE THE PROGRAM FOR- FUTURE BEGINNING TEACHERT WHO
RILL PARTICIPATE IN THE PROGRAM IN THE FUTURE. WE HOPE THAT YOUR EXPERIENCE
IN THE BEGINNING1TEACHER PROGRAM HAS BEEN VERY REWRDING.

\

V.

..
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DADE COUNTY PUBLIC ScHbus

a

4.*

BEGINNING TEACHER PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE

PMTEACHER FORM

N. .L

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determitre the effectiveness ofthe
Beginning Teacher Program inyour schobl in achiOving its primary goal' - to
imprOves the teaching performance of begihrfing teachers. Since you have
participated in the 1983-84 Beginning TekherProgram as 1a peer teacher,ywe
zre interested in learning about your perceptions Of the program's e fectiv'e-
ness. Therefore, we are requesting that you complete the items'; hich are
t.ncluded in .this questionnaire. 0 o

0

You thay be assured. that all ..responses twill remain anonymous. The responses
will oonly be used to evaluate the Beginning Teacher 'Program, not AndividUal'
teachers. or ,

Please complete the Oestionnaire and 'return it to us by June -12, 1984.
Return your form to Mail Code: 9999,,Room 800; Attention:. -Dr. Connor..'
you

.

have any questions, please contact:Dr. Lynne Oonnor:at:3504447:

THANK YOU.

4

rl

3

)

1.07.



PART I

J.D. Code:* (45)

)[11

7111,

DIRECTIONS': Place a tck in the space which precedes your answer to
tht que tions beloir.

I.

A. In which level' are your aseignedteadhtng duties?'

Elementary
MfddlelJunior,H10
Senior'High
Adult/Vocational

Dis,trisctwide/AreaWide

.4' a

In which subject area(s) (WYOU-have

241

39"
40

1. Elementary Edu6tiOn
3. English/Ldbguage Arts
3. Exceptional Education
4. Foreign Language
5. Guidance
6. Mathematics

111

, 9 a

Florida teather,tertyidatic*?

7 7. Mpsic
---rr 8. Physical; Education

28 9. Reading
--Tr 10. Science'
7-1nr- 11. Social Studies,
-In 12. OTHER (specrfy)

C. How mSny years of full-time teaching experience did jhOu
to August 1983?

Cl

dr

18 It

747 2..
46 3.

7787 4ham*

6

. 1-3 ye6rs.
4-6 years'.

t-9 years:.
10-12 years.

D. Are you and the beginning teacher assigned to the
level?

66 5.

7.57 6.
48 7%

9.

have prior

1315 years.
16-19 years.
20+ years.

*

302 1. Yes

135 2. .No

Are you 'and the beginning teacher assig e

296 1. .Yes

92 2. .No

094

(9)
same instruct oval

..,

o the same subject area?

4'
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PART :II

DIRECTIONS: Given below are seven major categories Into(which,the twenty-three
"r7117t576 generip teaching competendes may be classli.fied. Foreacp of the
categories, you fireasOft.14p do OR following:

°

A, Assess the beginning teacher's (BT's' ,perf9rthance .on the
category when you were first assigned to his/her support team.
or your, first observation;

B. Indicate whether any remediation activities'were assigned to .

the heginning teacher because of a defiCiency in this category;

C. Assess the beginning teacher's (BT's) perfbrmanoe, on the
category now.

04.

AND

D. The degree of assistance you gave in this area to the beginning
teacher.

A remediation activity is 'any activity, workshop,,cOuTse, consultation, etc.
that has been assigned to the beginning teacher and included as part of
his/her professional,development plan because of a deficiency demonstrated in
the area.

4

Responses are giVen with each question. You are to pltce a,ch'eck ( )..in the
space which precedes the response whiCh agrees. wfth your assessment.

PLEASE GIVE US YOUR HONEST OPINIONS. Your.responses will be used only for
program evalyation purposes - to evaluate the effectiveness of the district'$
Beginning Teacher' Program. None of the information Obtained on this survey
will be used to.evaluate any teacher.;

%et e

t.

I

I

95

109

'0'
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is
6. "CATEGORY 1.

PREPARATION MD PLANNING

A. How did you rate
the BT's perfor-
mance.in this area
when you fire:t

*observed him/her?

88 ,1. Very Strong
178 2. Somewhat Strong
102 3. Somewhat Weak

11'

Was iTmediation assigne$
to the BT in,this, area?

126 1. Yes

44 2, No,

' r' 3, Don't Know--2r 4 - Very eak /.

5. Don't Know '

6. Did n t obser'vb

the tcher
in this area t

Peo

C. How do you rate
the BT's performance
NOW?

237

141
1.

Z.-Tr 3.

4.

F 5.
6.

Very Strong
Somewhat Strong
Somewhat Weak,
Very Weak
Don't Know
Have not observed
the teacher in this

. .r \
IP \,4

Dv/ What degree of assistance
in this area didlou give
to the teacher?

148 1. High assistance
11T 2. Moderate assistance

-71,7.3. Low assistance
--Tr 4. No assistance

area,

10

96,

110 ti

a



CATEGORY 2.

KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER .

A. How did you rate
the. Wt.'s. perfor-

maece,iR this area
dwhen -You'first

lobserved him/her?..

153 f. Very Stron,
--mr 2. Somewhat Strong

3.. Somewhat Weak "

4. Very Weak
6, Don't KnoW

--2-"" 6. Did not observe
,the teacher .

. in this area'

-

C. How 4o you rate
the BT's performance
NOW?

249 1. VeryoStrong
136 2. Somewhat Strong

3: Somewhat Weak-r 4. Very Weak
5. Don't
6. Have noto served

the teacher in this

r

Was remediation assigned
to, the BY in this area?

Pe.

'80 4.

2.

3.

Yes
No,

Don't Know

9

296.

-1r

What 'degree .of assistance

in this area did you' give
to the teacher?

86 1.

-117- 2.
173.
55 4.

.1111101111111101,11111

area

. 04

High assistance
Moderate assistance
Low asoi stance

No assistance

It

(16-19)

4,
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8. /CATEGOR;13:

TECHNIQUES OF INSTRUCTION

A. How. did you rate
the BT's perfor=
mance in this area
when you first
observedhim/her?

.73 1.

i4 2.

. 98 3.

23 4.

5.

Very Strong
Somewhat Strong
Somewhat Weak)
Very Weak
Don't Know
Did not observe
the teacher
in this area

C. How do you rate..
"the BT"s performance
NOW?

Very Strong
Somewhat Strong
Somewhat Wtak
Very Weak
,Don't Know
Have not observed
the teacher in this

B. Was remediation dssigned
td_the BT in this area?

128 1. Yes

2. .No
3. Don't Know

.

D. What degree of assistance
in this area did you give
to the teacher?

121 1.

2.

\--Tr 3.
4.

area

High assistance
Moderate 4ssistance
Low assistance
No assistance'

1444

4

4

O

t

fi

(2o-23)

0 I.

-98

I

112
I
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r 4

r
s,cATEGORY

NiA5_,SR002MANAGEIANT,
a,

A. How did you rate
the BT's perfor-.
mance in this. area .

when you first
observed him/her?

80 1. Very Strong
146 2. .Somewhat Strong
111 .34: Somewhat Weak.
52 4. ,Very Weak
77 5. Jlorf't Know'

36. Did riot observe
the teacher
in this area

How do you rate
the BT's performance'
NOW?

187 1.

166 2.

3.

:---r- 4.
5.

6.

Very 'Strong

Somewhat Strong
Somewhat Weak
Very Weak
Don't Know
Have not observed
the teacher 'in this' area

o's

r.

Was remediation assigned,
tto the 'BT in this area? .

1. Yes'

2. No
3, 'Don't Know

What degree of assistance
in this area did4ou give
toy the teacher?

150 1,

72rr 2.
62" 3.

--sr 4.

High assistance
Moderate assistance
Low assistance
No assistance:,

O

(24-27):



*

,lU. CATEGORY 5:

TEACHER- STUDENT` RELATIONSHIPS

A. How did you rate'
4,6theiris. perfor
mance
when yo first
aserve4 him /heir?

41 1. Very. Strong

2. Somewhat Strong
3. . -Somewhat Weak

--713-4. Very Weak
5, Don't Know,

r--7r 6. Did not observe
the' teacher

iv) this area

How do you rate
the BT's performance .a
NOW?

251 1.

137 2.

3.

4,

5.

6.

very Strong
Somewhat Strong
Somewhat Weak
Very Weak
Don't Know
Have.not observed
the. teacher in this area

Was remediation assigOed'
to the BT in this area?

75 1. Yes

2. No

3. Don't Know

)

. What degree o' as,$isOnte
,in this area did 4,ou give
to the teacher?

2 1. High assistance
2. foderate assistance
3. SeLassistapce
4. No assistance.

4

100

I If

17%

(?8-31)

.r

4 A



11. CATEGORY 6: '

ASSESSMENT1cHNIuEs...

.

I

I I'

How did you rate
the BT's perfor-
mance in this area
when you first

observeNlim/her?

70 1.

2b3 2.

89- 3.

--Tr- 4.3 5.

Very Strong
Somewhat .Strong
Somewhat Weak
Very Weak
Don't Know
Did not :observe

the teacher
in this area

How do you rate
the BT's performance.'
NOW?

199 1. Very Strong
7772. Somewhat Strong .

'Tr- 3. Somewhat Weak
4. Very Weak

--77- 5. Don't Know
6. Have not observed

the teacher in .this area

Was remediation at,signed
' to the. BT in this area?

102 .Yes
2. No
3. Don'tKnoW

D. What degree of,assistafte
in this area did you give
to the teacher?

105 1. H$gh assistance
lq 2. Moderate assistance

132r" 3. lowassistance
--1774. No assistance.

411

.1

a



.12. CATEGORY

12215§12E.---PRACTICES.

How d,id you rate.

the BTks.perfoe-
nce it this area

"when you first
observed hi her?

159 1.

166 2.1.

--wr 3.

4.

6.

Very tong
Somewhat Strong
Somewigat Weak
Very Weak
Don't Know
Did not observe
the teacher
in this area

s

C. Mow do you rate
the BT's performance
NOW?

240 1. 'Very Strong .

128 2. Somewhat Strong
3. Somewhat Weak

27 4.. Very Weak
5. Don't Know

----T. 6. Have not observed
the teacher-in this area

vs'

v. Wasremedlation assolgried
to- the BT in this area?

*67 1.. Yes.

297 2. No

ler 3. Don't Know

What ,degree of assistance
in this area did you give
to the teacher?

17

165 3.

-7r 4.=1.11.00.

.

High assistance
Moderate assistance
Low assistance
Mo assistance

.

vs

4

102

16

(36-39)
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. * ,

13. Overall, wh t impact do you feel the Beginning Teacher Program had an the teaching
performance of the beginning teacher assigned toryou?

256 Stron' Positive Impact
.

.

115. Sligh Positive Impact

6 Sligbli Negative Impact

2 Strd4 Negative Impact .

13 I No Iimpact

e

S

at

(40)

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR TAKING ,THE -TIME TO COMPLETE THIS, SURVEY. WE WILL USE YOUR
RESPONSES JO HELP IMPROVE THE PROGRAM FOR FUTURE TEACHERS WHO WILL PARTICIPATE IN THE
PROGRAM. 'WE.HOPE THAT YOUR EXPERIENCE IN THE BEGINNING TEACHER. PROGRAM HAS BEEN. VERY
REWARDING.

1

:1

0

.

'"1.

0

0

i.

t,

00.
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APPENDIX J

Building-Le;e1 Admlnistrator Que tionnaire
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DADE.COUNTYJUBLIb SCHOOLS'

4

BEGINNING TEACHER PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE
41.

BUILDING-LEVEL, ADMINISfRATORFORM.

I

The- purpose of this questionnaire is to determine e effectiveness of the
Beginning Teacher Program in your school In achieving is primary to
improve the :teaching performance of beginning teachers. Since you have
participated in the 1983-84 .Beginning. Teacher Program as a built:limb/ley T
administrator, we 'are1interested4MV learning about your percepticins of
program's effectiveness, Therefore, we are requesting that you coinplet
items which are included in this Oestionnaire.

You may, be assureid that all responses will remain anonymous. The responses
will only be used to evaluate the Beginning Teacher Program, not individual

'feathers

Please complete the questionnaire and return it to us. by June 12, 1984.
Return your form to Mail .Code: 9999, Root() 800;. Attention: Dr. Connor. IA

',you have any questions, please contact Dr. Lynne Canna). at 350-3447.

n.

THANK YOU.

I ;

I

105

1 9



I,

. Code:

4

DIRECTIONS: Given' below awerven major categories into which the 23 geeric.
compefFeres Pell. For each of the cate0r121jou are asked to, s,sess the
followitzg:

. ,

The average perOormance demonstrated bybeoli.nning teacher(s) in
your school during, the firit observatfons;.

The current average erforman,cc. of beginning teacher(s) at your
site on this competency.

AND

C. The degre6 of assistance ou provided to Most of the beginn n
teachers.
7

116

A
PLEASE GIVE US YOUR HONEST OPINIOhS.-.:, Your'responses will be used only or.

program evluation purposes.- to evaluate the effectiveness of the dis rict's
Beginning Teacher Program. None of the information obtained' on this rvey
will be used to evaluate any teacher.

Before completing the items below, please indicate the number of bee nning
teachers who began working at your site during August-October 4983 .nd who are
currently at the site?

- Median = 2 (Range: 1 to 19) (5-6)
(Those are the individuals for whom the. Ouesiirsoshould be ansvo? e

cr,

I 20



'N;

CATEGORY 1: .PREMRATION AND P ATNZNG

A.., Whit was the average
rating of beginning
teacher(s) on this
.category on your first,
assessment?

4

, e'

27 1. Very 'Strong
"711'2. Somewhat Strong
7-TT- 3. 'Average

4. Somewhat Weak
5., Very Weak

'C. What degree of assistanct
01 you gWe to mos,/ of 7
the teachers in this
category?

High Assistance
Moderate Assistandc\.
Low AssiAance
No AssistariCe

. -0

What is the aVerage
rating of beginning
teacher(s)-on this
category now?

59 1. Very. Strong\

2..Somewhat Strong'
3. Average ,.

4. Sm4what Weak
5. Very Weak

(7-9)

S.

2. CATEGORY 2: KNOWLEDGE OF'SUBJECT MATTER'

A. What was. the average
rating of beginning

.......teacher(s) on this

category on your first
assessment?

39 1.%, Very Strong

15 -Q. Somewhat Strong
40 3. Ave'rage

4. Somewhat Weak
5. Very Weak

. What degree of. assistance
-did you giveeto most of

. the teachers in this
.category?

.25 1.. -HilhAssistance
-777,2. Moderate Assistance
At 3. Low Assistance

4. 00 Assistance 41/I

B. What is the average'
rating of beginning
teacher(s) on thiss,

category now?

58 1. Very Strong.
58 2. Somewhat Strong .

15' 3. Average
4. Somewhat Weak

Tr 5. Very Weak
(10-12)

I
-

sb%

a. .



COO

What .wa the,average
:rating f beginning

teatne (s) on this
,category on your first
assessment?

WNIOUES OF INSTRUCTION

I

9

Very Strong
SoMewhat Sttong

Avehige

Somqw4t, Weak
Very' Weak

C... What degree' of aSsistatfice

did you, give to most of

the teache-rs in thts
Category? .

38 1.

776' 2.
16 '3.

4.
,

High, Assitance
Moderate Assistance ,

Low Assistance, ,

NO Assistance

CATEGORY 4: .CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT.

A. Whavwas the average
rat'fng of begihning

"teacher(s) on this
catego'ry on your first
assessment? , i .

.21 1., 'Very Stro ng

Tr- 2: Somewhat Strong.
--IT- 3. Average' .

---7r 4. Somephat/Weak ;

---77 5, Very Weak

° What degree of assistance
did you .give to most of

the teachers, in .

category?

._11 1. Jrigh AssistanCe
-"-6-47 2. Moderate Assistance ,

--1777A. VW Assistance
77 4. No Assistande

#

What is the average
rating of'beginning
'teacher(s) on this
category nOw?

50' 1. 'Very Strong
--sr 2. Somewhat Strong

23 3, Average.,_
4. Somewhat Weak
5. Very Weak

(13:15)
00,04,0110YAMONNI

r

,

B. What ts the average.,,,,...

rating of begi.,nni' I .7.,-

teacher(s) on, this

categary now?
.

, .

- A ,%

,
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5. CATEGORY.5: TEAC1ER- STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS

A. What.imas theaverage
rating .of beginning

teacher{s),onJhis,
category on yOur first
assessment?

35 1.

1*(r" 2.
xr 3,

"""7-- 4.

1 5.

Very Strong
Somewhat Strong
Average
Somewhat Weak'
Very ,Weak . ,

What degree of sistance,
did,you.give to most of
the teachers in this
`Wegoryy

201 I.

--67 2.

n 3.
g 4.

ollow,MININp/./

High Assistance!
Moderate Assist nce
Low Assistance
No Assistance'

'4

J

What is the average
rating of beginning
tOacher(s) on this,
category now?..

54 1. Very .Strong
772- 2, SomewhatStrong-Tr 3. Average
"--"2` 4. Somewhat. Weak

5, Very Weak

(19-21)
It

6. CATEGORY 6: ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES
. .

A. What Was the average
rating of beginning
.teacher(s) on this
category on yodr first
assessment?

18' 13

2.

---ST 3.

--Tr 4'.

. .

t degree of assistance
!you give to most of

e teachers in this
category?

Very Strong
Somewhat Strong
Average.
Somewhat Weak
.Very Weak

1.' High Assistance '

74": 2, Moderate Assistance
18" .3. Low Assistance

'-ur 4. 'No Assistance
l/

What is the average
rating of beginning
teacher(s) on this
category now?

, 4Z 1. Very Strong
155 2. Somewhat Strong
33 3. Average

--""7- 4. Somewhat Weak
----Tr 5. Very Weak

(22-24)

4.4

109

123
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4

CATEGORY 7: PROFUSION4 PRACTICES

A. What was the average!
rating of beginning
teacher(s) on this
category on your, first

assessmWit?

36 1,

6 2.
42 3.

---/r- 4.

Very Strong
,Somewhat Strong
Average
Somewhat Weak
Very Weak

,..", \

C. What degree of assistance
`cli.d you give to mostjof I

the teachers in this
category?

14 1.

,)16 2.

34 3.

4.

High Assistance
Moderate Assistance
Low Assistance
No Assistance

.What is the average.
rating of beginning

teacher(s) on t is
category now? '

53 1. Vert Strong
- 7172..Somewhat St

22 3. Avera
2-4. Some

5. Very

O

444

4.

A

I.

1117

424
4

O
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, r

Overall, what impact do you feel your Beginning Teaciler Program'had on
the teaching performance of most of the beginnlng teachers assigned to
your site? .

53 Strong .Positive Impftct

67 Slight Positive Impact

I Slight Negative Impact.

2 Strong Negative IMPact

8 No Impact

440

p.

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR TAKING TIE TIME TO COMPLETE THIS SURVEY. WE ,WILL USE
YOUR RESPONSES TO HELP IMPROVEJHE PROGRAM 'FOR FUTURE TEACHERS WHO WILL
PARTICIPATE IN Tg,PROGRAM. WE.HOPE THAT YOUR EXPERIENCE IN THE'BEGINNING
TEACHER PROGRAM igrAS BEEN VERY REWARDING.

111

125 I

Ve.
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DADE COUNTY PUBLIC, SCHOOLS

BEGINNING TEACHER PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE.

OTHER.OROFESSIONAL EDUCATOR

°

t.

The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine the effectiveness of the
Beginning Teacher Program in your,school in achieving its primary goal - to
improve the teaching performance of beginning teachers. Since you have
participated in the 1983-84 Beginning Teacher Program as an other professional,
educator, we are interested in learning-about,ypur perceptions of the pro-
gram's effectiveness. Therefore, We are requesting.lhat you complete the '
itemsMhich,are included in this questionnaire. ..

You may be assured that 011 responses will remain anonymous. The responses
.will only be used to evaluate theBeginning Teacher Program, nat individual.
teachers. .

Please complete the questionnaire and return it to us by June 12 1984.
RetUnn your form to Mail Code: 9999, Room 800; Attention: br. Connor. f
you have any questions, please contact Dr. Lynne Connor at 350-3447.

THANK YOU.



a
I.Q. Code: .1441.000.0.4.10

DIRECTIONS: Giydn beloW are seven major Categories into which the 23. generic
,competencies fall. For each'oPthe'categories, you.are..asked to assess 13,*.

A. The average performance demonstrated by beginning teacher(s) in
your. school during your first observation;

The current average performance of beginning teachers) at,your
site on this competency;

AND .

1

The degree of !assistance yOu provided to most of the beginning
teachers.

T

PLEASE GIVE US'YOUR HONEST OPINIONS. Your responses will be used only for
program evaluation purposes - to evaluate the effectiveness of the district's'
Beginning Teacher Program.* None, of the information obtained on this survey
will be used,to evaluate any teacher.

Before completing' the items below, please indicate the number Of beginning
teachers who began working at,your site during August-October 1983.and who
you currently. assist? ,

red* = 3 (Range:, 1 -21}
(These are the individuals for whom the questions should.be answered.)

fl

(2 -5) .

A

(6-7)

7

is

114

128

SA



DIRECTIONS: 'PLACE A CHECK ( ) IN TIE SPACE WHICH PRECEDES YOUR AN416.

1. CATrGORY 1: PREPARATION AND PLANNING

At .What was the average
rating of beginning
teacher(s.) in this
area on your first
observation?

"24 1.

29'2.

A.

---17- 6.

Very Strong
'Somewhat Strong
Average
Somewhat Weak
Very Weak .

IlT9ve not observed
the teacher(s).

What degree of assistance
did you provide to the
teacher(s) in this area?'

4
What is the average'

rating of beginning
teacher(s) in this
area now

41 1. Very Strong
t5 2. Somewhat Strong

---27 3. Average .

"""7" 4.:Somewhat Weak
-15. Very Weak
'""7"*" 6. I have not

observed the.
teacher(s).

34 1.

2.

3.

4.

High Assistance
Moderate Assistave
Low-assiStance
No,Assistance

.

U 11

61
16

2. CATEGORY 2:
)

KNDWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER

A. What was the average
rating of beginning
tpacher(s) in this
area on your first.
observation?

Very Strong
Somewhat Strong
*rage
Somewhat Weak
Very Weak
I have not observed
the' teacher(s).

-Whaedegree.of'assistance
did you provide to the
teachr(s) in this area?

17 1. High Assistance
76P8-- 2. Moderate Assistance

15 3. -Low Assistance
4. No Assistance

I

ti

`What is the average
rating of beginning
teacher(s) in this
area now?

49 1. Very Strong
'52 2..Someeat Strong

--2r 3. Average
4."Somewhat Weak
5. Very Weak
6. I hatNnot (11-13)

observed the
teacher(s).

I.

115

1.29.

4
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CATEGORY 3: TECHNIQUgS OF INSTRUCTION'

A% e What was the average
rating of beginning
rteacher(s) in this
area on your flrst
Dbservation? .

ti

17 1.

:-.11r 2.

--Tr- 3.
2.2 4:

---/r- 5.

6.

Very Strong

Somewhat Strong
Average
Somewhat Weak
Very Weak
L have not observed
the teacher(s).

What degree of assistance
did you provide to thq

teacher(s) in'this area?

40 1.

58 2.
ro 23 3.

2 4.

High Assistance
Moderate Assistance
Low Assistance
No Assistance

What is the average
rating of beginning,
teacher(s) in this
area now?

39,' 1. Very Strong

---gr 2. Somewhat Strong
4*-27"- 3. Average

.7 4.. Somewhat We
-r 5. Very Weak

I have no
ob ry

teac
the'

(1416)

er(s). \

CATEGORY 4: CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT

A: What was the average
rating of beginning'

teacherts)_141--this-

area on your first
observation?

21 1.

25 2.

--Tr 3.
25 4.

5.

6.

Very Strong
Somewhat Strong
Average

SomeWhat Weak
Very Weak
Fhave not observed
the teacher(s).

C. What degree of assistance
,did you provide to the
.teacher(s) in this' area?

49 1: High Assistance
"Sr 2.. 'Moderate Aisistance........

111 '3. Low Assistance
4.' No Assistance

.1.11011111111

B. What is the average
rating of beginning
teacher(s) in this
area now?

4 35 1. Very Strong
--irr- 2. Somewhat Strong

Average
7-15.- 4. Somewhat Weak

5. Very Weak
6. I have not 117-19)

observed the
..f.teaaher(s).-
r.
t.

116
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CATEGOIY 5: TEACHER-STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS

A. What as the average
ratin of beginning
teacher(4_in this
area on' your first
'observation,?

Very Strong
Somewhat Strong

'Average .

Somewhat Weak
Very Weak e .

I have not observed
the teacher(s).

What degree of ass n e.
did you provide t the
teAcher(S) in this area?'

23 1,
--5T 2.

38 3.'
lb 4.

High Assistance"
Moderate Assistance
Low Assistance
No Assistance

'V

81 'What is the average
ratiAg of beginning
teacher(s),in this
area now?

IP

46 1. Very Strong
712r" 2.'Somewhat Strong

23. 3. Average
Somewhat Weak

5. Very Weak
6. I have not (20-22)

observed the
teachet"(s).

e

.4

CATEGORY 6: ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES

A. What wasp the average
rating of''beginning

teacher(sYin this
area on your first
observatien?

17 1.

113 2.
, 44' 3.

26 4.

6.

Very Strong
Somewhat Strong
Average

SomeWhat Weak
Very Weak
I have not observed
the teacher(.).

What degree of assistance
did you provide to the
teacher(s), in thfs area?

32 1. '.High Assistance
2. Moderate Assistance

1' 3. Low Assistance
5 4. No Assistance

I

B. 'What is the average
rating of beginning
teacher(s) in this
area now?

33 1: Very Strong
--1M7 "1. Somewhat .Strong
. Average.
77 4. Somewhat Weak

5, Very Weak'
---1T- 6. I have not (2345)

observed the
teacher(s):

SO 117

1-31
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CATEGORY 71 PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

.A. What was the average
'rating of beginning

teacher4s) in this
area on your first

observation?

Very'Strong
Somewhat Strong
Average
Somewhat Weak .

Very Weak
I have not-observed
,the teacher(s).

What degree of assistance
did you provide to the
teacher(s) in; this, area?

.17 1.

55 2.

--17- 3..
Tr 4.*we

High Assistance
Moderate Assistance
Low Assistance.
No Assistance

k

A

What is he average

4

rating beginning
teacher s

i
) in this

area n 0

52 1. Very;.Strong
--sr 2. Somewhat Strong
17 3. Average

4. Somewhat,Weak
'7 5. Very Weak
--77 6. I have not (26-

"observed the
teacher(s)..

",eirc

118 132



bverall, what impact do you feel the Beginning Teacher Program had on
the teaching performance of most of the beginning teachers that you
assisted?

0
.52 Strong.Positive Impact

57 Slight PositiveiMpa0.
1. ,

4 Slight Negative ITPa,ct"

0 Strong Negative Impact

i0 No Impact

If

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR TAKING THE TIME TO COMPLETE THIS SURVEY. WE WILL USE
) YOUR RESPONSES TO HELP IMPROVE'THE PROGRAM FOR FUTURE TEACHERS WHO WILL

PARTICIPATE IN THE PROGRAM. WE HOPE THAT YOUR EXPERIENCE IN THE BEGINNING
TEACHER 40GRAM HAS BEEN VERY REWARDING.,
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APPENDIX L.

.1-Me/Activity Logs

120

134
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DADS QQ.I.J N T Y. e3.1..11/4>3 ill C;,'.)g 0 i'l 6 attiS. ;.. kl....,i? . :. tt. ' 't, (.,/:

., %...., ': o..:-. - ....qt. ' '''''._ .. .ke ., ..t 't $' .`,... , /

BEGINNING. TEACIILR'SllkiAtliyil.ii Qoi.1,:t#4,0 AT ION
.,

DADE.;),COUNTY11E-01141 ING'fiACHER : \I? R'OGR
.

.

, .

..
,t

f
l

,

Please use this foritio document your involvpmant 'in Beginning Teacher Program activities for each of the time
petods. given WO. .-Actifyities are to be divide4 into four general classifications. hplanations of th.6-ie

° eiktegories''di*eaf' on-:'the opposite side of the for* Any program-related activity lasti6g more than five (5)
minutes gbould be recorded. At the end of the designated weeks, enter the total number of minutes that you

-- prticiptea in ictivities that; fall within the four cdtegories. ror planning and conferring activities,
indinte the amoCht of ;time spent With' each support team member. Please-rettirn MI completed, fore on'or before
March 23, 1984 . 4o Dr..Lynne Connor, Mail Code:, 9999, Room 800. , ,

4-,

i6
. IV a

141EICS

January 30. - February 3

.feb'ruary 21 - February'24

March 12 - March 16

1351

%

.0.11...

PLANNING CONFERRIk

PT ',BLA :OPE

INSERVICE

Aescripiive

c

F

INSERVICE

. Recommunded

we.

'7

Aulh: MIS; Ng), Data: Jiro A3, 31164
42S



*
PLANNING

II. CONPERRING

it

EXPLANATION QF BTP ACTIVITIES

4

Included 'in this category are activitics which involve the preparation, developmiant or. coordinationof .DTP-related materials and activities. Also included' is the development of lesson plans with thepeer teacher. An exarnpler of a planning activity is portfolio development or the identification andclevellopment of materials which should be inolided in the portfolio.
Included in this category are all BTP-related 'meetings or conferences (scheduled or _unscheduled)that are held with one or More memblirs, of the support team. Conferences may be any planned orimpromptu meetings in which the support team member(s) provides feedback, instruction or guidancethat assists the beginning teacher in ,the development of profeabionat competence.' 4'xamplee' ofBTP-related' conferences follow: meetings to -
1. discuss the procedures used in assessing the generic competencies; ,2. familiarise. the beginning teacher with the content of an assesolent instrument;3, discuss the results of*an' obeervation or assessment;
4, disayss the progress of the beginning teachei, in demonstrating the generic competencies;6. identify appropriate inservice or prescription activities to remediatP a deficiency;6. discuss problems experienced by the beginning teacher;
7. discuss or suggest methods of improving 'teaching performance.

INSERVICE This category includes all activities, workshops', courses, etc. thatPrescriptive your support team and have been included as part of the professional
Districtwide training activities fox beginning teachers, such asorientation, should not be included. 1

IV. INSOVICE
Reconmended.

This category includes any suggeetedl or recommended experiences that
ening of teaching performance. Althou
required and is` not part of the pr fes
development activities that are vo
improve performance on the generic co

suggested by iithe team; 'this
nal development plan. Also

tartly pursued by the beginning
etenciee. ,pistrict-wide activ

Teacher Program orientation, should not be included.
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included are professioal
teacher and which would also
itiea, Mauch tie Beginning



DADE .COURTY PUBLIC`SCHOOLS

Monti fioation Code:

SuecuRi lEAM'S limt/ACTIVITY DOCUMENITION

DADE COUNTY BEGINNING TEACHER PROGRAM

4

4

Role on the suivart Twin

Peer Teacher

BUilding-Level Administrator.

OtOr4rofess4m41Educator

Please4use this fqrm to document your involvement in Beginning Teacher Program activities 'for each of the time
periods giVen below. Activities are to be divided into three general classifications. ExplanattebS.of thesetategpries *ear on the opposite side of the form. Program-related activities lasting'more than five (5),minutes.5hOuld be recorded: At the endp9f the designated weeks, enter the total number of minutes that you participated
in. activities that fall within the three catego90.. For conferencing activities', indicate separately the amountof time spent with the beginning teacherdend otheriupport team members. Pleage return the. completed form on orbefore March 23, 1984. to Dr. Lynne COnnor 9999,.Room .800.

wEEKs

January 30 - February 3

February 21 - February424/

March. 12 - March 16'

4

JI 4
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PLANNING

I OBSERVING

.

EXPLANATION OF BTP ACTIVITIES

ry

Included in this category are activities whpkinvolve the preparation, development or coordi-
nation of BTP- related materials and activities.- Also included is-asaistance provided to the

.-beginnitoher in_theysleve_lopment-pf terrer-plang;--Ercamp-l4s-offtlaning-aotivirties -inctuo3e-:
2. scheduling and /or prepartng materials. for aatlitsiting .performance on the Oenerio competencies;
8. sohedulilog and/or preparing inservice materials or activities;
3.. . formUlation, of professional development activities. ,

This -catigOry includes observations of the Veginning teacher while.engaged in teaching-relcited
roles and activities for the purpose of assessing professional .,needs and for determining masteryotthe generic coriotencries,

CONFERENCING, Included iv this category are all 6TP-related meetings or conferences. (scheduled or unscheduled)
that are held with the beginning teacher or with, one or more memioeia of the support team. Con-
ferenceit may be. my planned or impromptu meetings in which, you or the support team plan or pro-

.

r.) feedback, instruction or guidance that desists the beginning; taaoher in the development of
professional competence. Exconplas of BTP-related conferences follow: meetings to

discuse the.procedures used .in aasessing the generic competenoiee;
2. fcarrilicalice the beginning teacher with the vontent. of 'the assessment instrument(s);
3. discuss the vaults of an observation or assessment;
4. dia.:fuse ,the progress of the beginning etcher i demonstrOing the gerterio competencies;
6. identify' or develop appropriate inservic prJaoription activities to remediate a

deficiency; :
diecuss Methods for improving the attp.... T.-. 0

I
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APPENDIX M

uestion Often Asked By Administrators"

4
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BEG 414ILEHJLERIT3E1

QUESTIONSINREqUENTLY 'ASKED BY SCHOOL SOTE ADMINISTRATORS

1. What are my `responsibilities in assessing 'a Beginning Teacher' who js
employed at multiple (two or more) pork sites? e.g., elementary PErart,
music speech etc. ___-- -___ ° #__._-------------

2. When- Otre and how d 'submit.the Beginning Teach6. f portfolio?

Are.formal. lines of communication pre-established between' area 'offices,
the Bureau of Staff 'Development (BTP), and the Bureau. of. Personnel
management (OP/DPC)

Who is to be considered a "carryover"? When do
protfolio?

submit hit/her

After having successfully completed the Beginning Teacher Program 't a
'non-TADS school, what forms are used to assess (observe /evaluate) the
teacher?

What are my responsibilities as school-site administrator upon being
notified that a Beginning Teacher Program participant ( ) is in receipt
0 a regular teacher certificate?

Ni44,

.7. What are my responsibilities as school' -site administrator upon receipt of 4

notification that a code 23 (possible) did,. not meet certification
'standards and is to be enrolled in the. Beginning Teacher Program?

e"

Must I include the observation and prescription for Beginning Teacher(s
Whose ,performances(s) have beery rated as undcce6t5Ible in the schoo
reportitubMitted to area on a monthly basis? .

Please exiiipin Beginning Teacher Program participation by 3100s
(Permanent SUbstitutes).

126 1z1i1
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Beginning Tsvc er Program,

Questions

10. What factors are there to be considered in selecting a Peer:reacher?

.11. How will Peer Teachers' be remunerated for tpeir services?' Amount?

12. Is there authorized summer participationby both the Beginning Teacher.'
and Peer Teacher?

13. Whom must I. contact to determine BTIP status for new hires not deflected
on the list?

14.. What are my responsibilities upon hiring a Beginning, Teacher?

15' What actions are to.be,taken upon receipt of resignation from a Bepinning
. Teacher?

16. What is the role of. the DepartMent/Grade Level Chairperson ,in providing
assistance to the Beginning Teacher?

'17. What is the role of the Subject Area Supervisor in providing assistance
to the Beginning Teacher? /

i

4 ///
7:
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- APPENDIX N

Prescription Activities' Assigned To A
Random Sample of Bis

On Prescriptive StatUs During 1983-84
k

(N77)
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PReSCR TIONS
'1.

PARATION AND PLANNING (N4)
on erenc ng,with A.P. on planningitechniques

B. Meeting with A.P. and another teacher to review plans
(2) C. Develop specific plans for each grade and/or class and submit

to A.P. and Principal weekly for' approval
9 (2) D. Plans to. include objectivel4 materials, activities, closure',

and assessment
E. Improve time management by planning specific' activitOes for
__specific

F. Have lelion-full entire time period
G. Follow lesson plans.
H. Read pages 17 -56 of TADS Prescription Manual
I. Referred, to Faculty Handbook "Guidelines for Lesson Plans and

Homework" ,

J: Design an 18 week, long range plan,.week by week

II. KNOWLEDGE OF SUBJECT MATTER (N=1)
A.' .Piftiseni more variety when .presenting subject matter

III. CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT (N =5)'

A. Plan specific activities and regroup for instruction and
closure

B. Be alert to off-task behaviors and elicit participation from
those off-task -- respond quickly

C. Use all class time
D. Plan smooth transition from activities
E. Direct activities during transitions
F. Specify expectations of's'tudent behaviors
G. Intervene promptly when students are off-task
H. Provide feedback re: behavior
I. Complete activities on p. 87-92 of TADS. Prescription Manual
J. Department Chair to observe classroom
K. Conference with A.P. to discuss Ascipline

.

L. Call parents' of'disruptive students
M. .Refer students who remain disruptive to'AP
N. Have better control over classroom situation
0. Carry box of materials
P. Be more, organized
Q. Use Activity II from prescription book
R. Plan at least one instructional activity that students could

perform while teacher is standing and speaking from any loca-
tion in room

S. Include one independent activity in each daily lesson plan so
teacher can observe if any students are off-task

T. Make sure entire `class. is engaged in assignment' before assist-
ing individuals

U. Meet with peer teacher '2 times a week to discuss non-verbal
techniques to' redirect 'off -task students

V. Develop and enforce classroom procedures
-W. Meet With A.P. for help in developing and reviewing class rules
X. Orculate' throughout room while students ore working, using

your presence to'enforce rules
Y, Attend assertive discipline workshop



IV. IMEMISEJNKMEni (Na5)
V,-,--5TWeRTE-TETiarplant directed at 2 or more learning .styles(2) B. Develop ideas in a sequenced manner
C.. Emphasite basic and important skills
.D. Clarify directions -
E.' Complete materials and preparation activities prior to instruc-

tion
F. Plan lesson based di) previous concept or skill
G. Check for approprtate prerequisie,Skills

Kave-aitdtherteaChiFtF-am-admInfistfatiir
(31- I. Observe other grades

J. Plan informal assessments
K. Watch for non-verbal clues of not understanding
L. Use appropriate vocabulary
M. Correct handouts; print oritype handOuts
N. Make an effort to involve.all students each ):seriod and providefeedback
O. Introduce and explain all activities in terms of lessoh goalsP. Activities should unify and explain totl,lesson
Q. Read pages 220-237 in TADS Prescription Manual - Discuss itwith peerteacher

,
TEACHER-STUDENT RELATIONSHIPS (NL2)

A. ReinfO-rce posiTTW7learning behavior
B. Redo seating chart
C. ,.Include more students in lesson
D. Call on more students

VI. ASSESSMENT TECHNIQUES (N=4)
(2) I . Record. a minimum of 1 grade per week per chjld

B. Follot/ ()CPS grading policy
C. Submit gradebook to principal for review
D. Develop assessment techniques
E. Enter #tudents' names in gradebook
F. Move 'a'bout' room 'to monitor work
G. Challenge students at a high' level
H. , Design assessments with a variety' of fdrmatstand objectives
I. Prepare weekly'quiz when developing lesson plans and objecttves
J. Grade students on computertasks of specifiedi-intervals and

inform-them of this
K. Complete pages 263-283 of "Assessment Techniques" in TADSPrescription Manual A. submit to peer teacher for review,

VII. PROFESSIONAL RESPON§IBILITY (tgl)
A. CoNplete gradebook
B. Colisthuct new seating charts
C. Turn in lesson plans 1 week in advance

A

0
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The School Board of Dade County, Florida adhererio..a .Policy of
nondiscrimination iffeitiucatiorial prOgramilactiVities and eMploylnent-
'and strives affirmatively to"provideeqUai opportunity, for all as reqUild
by: A.

.4..t
1 .

Title VI ofthe Civil Rights Act of 1964 ptohlbits' discriminationCivil
:on the basis of rate,'Qator, religion, or national origin.

so;

Title VII of the Civil Rights* Act of 1964, as amended 'prohibits
discrimination in employment on the basis, of race, color, religion,

.., sex, or national origin.

Trtle of ..the_: Education Amendments
4.;.diactiMiriatiOn:On *4 basis of sex....,

Age ,Discriiininitildk. Act: of 1967, as ame d
discriMination- on tnaii:asis of age between 40

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 197 'prohibits
discrimination against the 'handicapped,

yeterans are provided reLemployment rights in accordance with P. L.
0-508 (Pederal and *Florida -State Law, Chapter'' 77422, which also
stipulates categgricel.preferances 'tor emploOnent.
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